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A note on the yearbook title, Gambare. 
The word means many things to many 

people in many situations. Various translations 
follow, but to the spirited Red Devils of 94, the 
yearbook staff wishes you the best of all that 
follows: 

How do you translate "Gambare"? 

Bruce Derr, Principal, Kinnick, "At sporting 
events you hear the crowds yell, 'gambatte, 
gambare'. The best translation might be 'Try 
Hard'." 

John Hersey, author, writing in Hiroshima, 
translates gambare as, "Be brave!" 

Jennifer Kozue Nashiro, President of Japanese 
club, " 'Try your best' is a good translation." 

Chris Munsell, senior, "Gambare means 'Do 
your best; good luck; try hard;'." 

Tanaka-san, Japanese teacher, Kinnick, "In En
glish it's 'Do your best/good luck'." 

Emiko Yoshikami Mueller, Kinnick English 
teacher, "I think the best translation for Gam
bare is 'Go for it'." 
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Portrait 

an 
artist 

V_Jenior Devin 

Merner who 
designed the 

distinctive cover 
for this yearbook, 
notes, "Creation 
of artwork begins 

from within. 
Imagination 

causes the rise of 
an Idea. 

This idea is the 
foundation for the 

vivid imagery 
derived from the 
inner depths of 

the mind." 
D.M. 
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Life In 
Japan 

Japan. It's not just the language, the food, 
and the fact that people drive on the opposite 
side of the road that make Japan different from 
the United States; it's the culture, the people, 
and the history that make Japan what it is. 

I'm bad! Evil spirits need not apply! 

Living Off-Base can be a serious 
hassle, especially if you want to visit all 
of your friends who live on base, but 
while you're out there you have a great 
chance to explore Japan. Japan has all 
sorts of interesting places to visit. So 
while you're Living Off-Base in Japan 
try to get out and you'll be surprised at 
all of the cool places you can visit. 

Immortalize through the ages a silent 
stone monument prevails over time. 

An American bystander also taking a 
picture of our friendly Japanese dog. 

Above: Miniature shrines. Photo by: Alisa Duncan 
Below: Peace and serenity surround visitors. 

The cascading falls and mists of Kusatsu 

Leaves are scattered across Kamakura 
Makoshi parade makes its way off-
base. 
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You win a sumo match by forcing any part of an opponent's body out of the 
ring or on to the floor. There are 70 officially recognized techniques. 

(Left) The equivalent of the Sunic 
Hall of Fame is next to the main sunic 
arena in Tokyo. 

(Below) Ritual is crucial to understanding sumo. Tourneys begin with the 
ceremonial "yoikozuna dohyoiri" - entrance of grand champions. Each of the 
sumotori's silk wraps costs upwards of $7000. 

I raditionally sumo recruits from poor rural areas. Big youths from these areas 
are thought to be able to endure sumo-training agony with innate determination. 

for it a little harder than you 
ever thought you could. This 
theme for our yearbook is 
more than a little appropriate 
for the Red Devils of Yoko-
suka, Japan. 

Our students attend a school 
named after one of America's 
most heroic figures, and it is 
thus fitting that Nile C. Kin-
nick High is a "School of 
Excellence". 

Since this is an honor 

accorded to only the best and 
the most notable, the yearbook 
chose sumo as our motif. This 
ancient athletic art combines 
strength, power, grace and tra
dition - all on a massive scale. 
If you're already a fan, you 
understand why sumo is such 
an apt metaphor for the excel
lence that Kinnick represents. 

Still, whether you know the 
history of every basho; or if 
you're new to the sport, we 
hope you enjoy two these 
pages and the rest of the lore 
we have offered throughout 
our annual. Gambare — May 
the best of the biggest suc
cesses come to each of you. 

(Above) In recent years Americans 
have had a huge impact on sumo. 
Largest and now least is Konshiki. 
Weighing over 500 pounds he faces 
demotion, having lost 14 of his 16 
matches in January. However, fellow 
Americans Mushashimaru and Ake-
bono are ozeki and yokosuna (cham
pion and grand champion) respec
tively. 
(Right) The tachiai (initial charge) 
begins when both opponents touch the 
center white line (shikirisen). 

Sumo retirement is ritualistic. Sumo-
tori greet spectators prior to the 
ceremony. That program features 
bouts, comedy and a retirement hair
cut, strand by strand, that lasts hours. 
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Ways you can help save the Earth!!!!! 

1. Recycle aluminum cans 
2. Avoid using styrofoam 
3. Do not let the water run in your sinks 
4. Try not to use things made with a lot of oil 

because when you throw them away the 
chemicals pollute the seas and oceans. 

5. Pick up trash and put it in the garbage can 
6. Buy things made from durable plastic so 

they will last longer 
7. Use common sense when being environ

mentally conscious 

The Environmental Club consists of (from left to right) 
Zoe Bergamo, Erin Irelan, Robert Spraklin, Brandon Dia
mond, Casper Hileman, Barbra Humphry, Keith Antonio, 
John Long, and Nicoline Smith. Not Pictured: Justin 
Humphry, Leah Yoneda, Nelson Willis, Amy Yamada, 
Reika Goto, Charles Koabor, and Winton White 

"When's This Going To End??" 
What's in a name? 
"The Living Club" 

The Environmental Club was named the 
Living Club because each time they meet 
there is always a new face. 

FACT: A cleaning lady from 
Kinnick High School estimated 
that three kilograms, or 6.5 
pounds, of trash comes from 
just three classrooms. That 
means that 1170 pounds of 
trash comes from those three 
classrooms in a school year. 
Just imagine how much trash 
comes from the whole school 
during the school year. 

Recycling helps the environment! Environmental 
awareness is something that can help the whole world, 
even if you only recycle your soda cans, it is a start to 
help save the earth. 
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Freckles, the adopted Kinnick High School whale, is a gray Finback bought by the Environmental Club in 1990. Freckles lives in 
Mt. Desert Rock, Maine. Freckles is one of the many animals adopted and saved by the Environmental Club. 

Why should you help pro
tect the planet? 

1. Every creature on earth 
deserves a good life. 

2. Every animal is part of 
the beautiful chain of na
ture that exists on earth. 

3. Everything has a special 
place in the world. 

4. Bug me!! Insects are an 
important part of keeping 
the earth healthy because 
they eat other smaller in
serts that kill our plants. 
We can't live without 
those little creatures. 

5. Literally awful: Throw 
away your soda cans. 
Why? Because it takes 
over 200 years for that 
one can to become part 
of the earth again. 

The Kinnick Environmental Club, or The 
Living Club, devotes time and effort to help 
save the world. For instance, The Living Club 
has adopted a whale named Freckles. On a 
smaller scale, "Kinnick" the turtle is another 
animal that the Living Club has adopted. As for 
endangered animals, the Environmental Club 
has donated funds to the International Crane 
Society. The Club is also proud of having pur
chased land to help preserve a rain forest. 

The Living Club organizes fund-raisers as 
well as arts and craft activities to involve Kin
nick in recycling. As part of this conservation 
program, they painted trash cans like soda cans, 
so people will be encouraged to deposit pop 
cans instead of throwing them away. 

Mr. Jensen presents a check to the International Crane Society from the Environmental Club in order to help preserve 
cranes. 
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" I ' m  t h i n k i n g  o f  
becoming a profes
sional wrestler for a 
nudist colony" 

-Paul 
freo 

What 
Does 
the 
Future 
Hold 
For 
You? 

m ot 
>orla,|kci 
/ight" |en 

"If Patrick doesn't 
keep in touch, 1 may 
end up in jail" 

T racey 
Reynolds 
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Smiling for the camera has never been a problem for soph
omores Florence Abreu, Jayme Pontious, Fatima Galano, 
and junior Fara Ferinden. (BELOW) Three heads are better 
than one for sophomores Joyce Arevalo, Mariel Ambat, 
and Joyce Stubbing. (RIGHT) "Cupid's kids couple" 
Tracey Reynolds, and Pat Maroney in senior bliss. 

(ABOVE) Posing for the camera is natural for juniors, Tyrone Bailey, Dennis Bernal, Steve 
Shong, and Miki Farris. (LEFT) Flirting with girls pays off for senior, Jed Reyes. Waiting in atten
dance are seniors, Heather Tomita, and Jennifer Nashiro. 

(BELOW) Bonding naturally is essential for seniors, Chris-
tina Good, Roselyn Ignacio, Christine Legaspy, Diane 
Icban and Vanessa Dizon. 
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What Are Friends 

Friends are people whom we can trust for 
sympathy and comfort. 

As high school classes give way to adult 
years, hopes and fears, we increasingly seek the 
advice, warmth, humor and counsel of our 
friends. Parental influence fades and we turn to 
peers who have shared our times and sensibili
ties for solace and direction. "Love is only 
chatter, friends are all that matter," said writer 
Gelett Burgess. 

It is friends who open the umbrella for us 
when we take the long way home in the rain. 

Without friends we are without anyone to share 
the years we most enjoy; Then times may be 
rockier than anticipated. Senior Jason Knapp 
said, "Friends and having friends is essential for 
completing your high school career and staying 
somewhat sane (unless you're not sane, and 
you have no friends)." Sophomore Fatima Gal
ano adds, "My homies are very important to 
me because I can talk to them." Strapping pals 
Christina Oka and Charlie Sutton gowns and 
smiles. 

Trying to smile about science are juniors, Crystal Brown, Shenay Truesdale, Natalie Nieves, Elisa Matsuda, and Jennifer 
Duncan. 

PERIODIC TABLE OF THE ELEMEN1 

Gathering together are Juniors Jaye Delrosario, Ducky 
Tate, Sophomores, Danhil Puniesto, Mario Holcomb, and 
freshman Brian Orenzi. 
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Nile C. Kinnick 

Nile Clark Kinnick, Jr., a Navy pilot 
who died in the Caribbean during 
World War II, is the embodiment of 
Americanism, and in our adopted home 
of Japan, the epitome of the spirit of 
gambare. 

Kinnick reached academic and 
athletic pinnacles: Phi Beta Kappa at 
the University of Iowa and the winner 
of the Heisman, Maxwell and Camp 
trophies in football. Beyond these 
tangible accomplishments, Kinnick has 
left a promise of unfulfilled excellence. 
He was in the top one per cent of his 
law school class when he left college to 

become a Navy Fighter pilot. Then, 
while on a mission he was killed when 
he had to land his plane short of the 
deck of the USS Lexington as its crew 
tried to clear him to land. 

Yet, his name and legacy live on in 
navy lore, in athletic complexes, and 
schools named in his honor. Thus, for 
those of us who are a part of the school 
named for this scholar-athlete-Naval 
officer, there is an implicit challenge of 
striving for excellence. 

Nile C. Kinnick lived and died that 
creed. May you find it in yourself. 
Gambare. 
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Nothing is fairer than Fowler. Atop Mt. 
Fuji 12,385 feet above sea level, senior 
Miki Fowler says, "Reaching the top of 
that mountain was the hardest and 
most unforgettable thing I've ever 
done." Many students take advantage 
of the opportunity to take the trek up 
the highest mountain in Japan, (photo 
by Jason Knapp) 

Katherine Nashiro watches as Tiffany Davis stretches before track practice. Tiffany set a school record in 
the one mile last year. Members of the Drama team ham it up for the camera. Kjnnick's 

drama crew, in the words of sponsor Mr. Schmidt, is "the best in 
the Pacific." 
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Renato Estacio and Jason Knapp sing for all passers-by. They are but two members 
of the Show Choir, which entertains the community many times during the year. 

Ms. Jorgenson directs the band during homecoming festivities. 

The band performs during half time of the homecoming game. The theme for the 
show was "Mirrors." 

The band poses in f ront of the Benny Decker Theater. 

The music department paid for this page. We thank Ms. Jorgenson and the entire 
Music Department for their continued support. 
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Sophomore princess Katherine Nashiro stands with her escort Chris Mun-
sel. 

The sophomore class watches the homecoming assembly enthusiastically. 

Dexter Retome tries to "Devour a Donut" during spirit week. 

Soph Leah Yoneda with her most "Bazaar" smile. Leah along with many 
other students and teachers volunteer for the two-day event which raises 
money for the school. 
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Spirit week was started off with an assembly put on by 
Student Council to explain the activities and dress-up 
days. 

Monday was Sports day. Everyone dressed up like 
they were going to play a sport. At lunch was chubby 
bunny, students had to stuff as many marshmallows in 
their mouth and say "Chubby bunny". 

Tuesday was multiple matching day. Students in 
groups from two to nine dressed up the same. At lunch 
everyone did cornice hen bowling in the court yard. 

Wednesday was criss-cross day. Wearing your clothes 
backwards or inside out was the style of the day. Stu
dents shaved balloons at lunch. 

On Thursday, everyone came to a relaxing school day 
in their pajamas. At lunch, those sleepyheads devoured 
donuts. 

Friday the Devil spirit was shown because everyone 
wore red and white. 

-Patient Student Council members record the spirited class results. -Here's a spirited group of Red Devils, -come on 
one more marshmallow for the class. -Am I seeing double? -Guys in glasses devour donuts. -This freshman is saying a 
mouthful. -Spirited seniors strike again! -Seniors show their togetherness and spirit. -Kinnick's band burst school spirit 
at the assembly. -Cheerleaders show off their new shirts along with their spirit. -"In the shadows of Mt. Fuji ..." -Pa-
jama pals with their lollipops. -Seniors! 



Homecoming 
1993 

Homecoming is a tradition at Kinnick High. After 
spirit week the classes put their floats on the flats and 
add the finishing touches. Then they are judged. The 
princesses in their cars lead the parade over to the 
football field. The teams play. The bands play. The 
cheerleaders cheer. The half-time performance is very 
entertaining. The Homecoming dance sponsored by 
the juniors is the next night. By the end of the week 
everyone is tired after all the festivities. 
-Carpe diem, seize the day is definitely the senior's theme as they 
take the spirit bell. 
-Tripping the light fantastic, Eli Sanchez and Aine Akeley shuffled 
the night away. 
-Christina Oka, queen for a day, smiles for a lifetime. 
-A lotta jive from '95. Junior dummy ships the panthers back to 
Yokota. 
-Himechan, Heather Tomita sits on her throne. 
-Lots of cheers, no tears. Cheerleaders strut their stuff. 
-Sophs scoff at foes. Class of '96 selects a winner. 

-Humphrey Barb and Long John reach out and touch someone. 
-Yellow and blue peril here we come. Class of '99 on the line. 
-Senior Princess Roena Romero, a smile wider than a mile. 
-Eighth grade tail of woe. Class of '98 make panthers irate. 
-Junior Shenay Truesdale holds banner high. 
-Kinnick hosts a roast. Freshmen float taunts panthers. 
-Red and white puts up a good fight. Junior Joe Percy helps to 
hold the game as well as the ball. 
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Most Likely to be Remembered 
Tracey Reynolds & Chris Derr 

Best Dressed 
Eric De Castro & Lyzz Staufer 

Nathan O. Burnore 
"Live life 'til it hurts." 

James E. Cain 
"Wow! I made it." 

Randy M. Caras 
"Pinoy'z n da house!" 

Ayesha D. Carter 
"To strive for success is to succeed." 

Christopher G. Cruz 
"Isang dugo, isang lahi, isang musika." 

Chad M. Davies 
"Let the boys be boys." 

Eric De Castro 
"And everything is alright." 

Andrew J. Del Rosario 
"Stay true to the game. Brown n' I'm 
out!" 

Geoffrey W. Denight II 
"I can't believe it's over!" 

Kevin J. Dickey 
"Sports are everything!" 

Vanessa Lynn Dizon 

Alisa J. Duncan 
Don't let the bed bugs bite." 

Most Enthusiastic 
Christina Good & John Almazan 

Manuel (John) Almazan 
"Life is short, so am I." 

Thomas Andresen 
"The strongest in Kinnick." 

Leo Aquino 
"No comment." 

Dennis D. Bagsawan 
"Time is essential, don't waste it." 

Wayne R. Bailey 

Lorena E. Baliton 
"I can never say goodbye ..." 

Jan Christian Bernabe 
"Individualism-Life is too ephemeral to 
be someone else." 

Catherine Bernal 
"Oh my goodness." 

Jenel S. Berry 

Catherine G. Bon 

Lashonda L. Botley 

Brooke I. Bowers 

Senior class officers are. Renato 
Estacio, Vice President; Barbra 
Humphery, SAC Rep.; Roena 
Romero, SAC Rep.; John Long, 
SAC Rep.; Febe Gramata, Pres
ident; Jed Reyes, Treasurer; 
Ronnylyn Llaniguez, Secretary; 
and Judie Pablo, Secretary. 
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Shawn A. Ebright 

Russel A. Ecklund 
"If there is life, there is hope ..." 

John Paul Edusada 
"Salamat sa panginoon at maligaya 
kayong lahat ..." 

Tiffany L. Elrod 
"I'm outta here! Yes! Yes! Yes!" 

Renato N. Estacio 
"I'll see you on Broadway!" 

Marian V. Felicitas 
"Sundan mo ng tanaw ang buhay." 

Michelle Fowler 
"Only left-handers are in their right 
minds!" 

Paul Freo 
"Heaven is: a naked woman and corn!" 

Rowena Garcia 
"Never underestimate yourself. Smile!!' 

Melanie L. Gaskin 
"OK George-so shoot me." 

Trinidad J. Gerardo 
"Our fate is written in the stars." 

Christina N. Good 
"23 rulz; I love you Mom; P.G." 

Best Eyes 
Brian Graslie 8c Barbra Humprey 

Most Creative 
Febe Gramata & Pat Maroney 

Most Likely to Succeed 
Valerie Jorgenson & Nathan Burnore 
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Reika Goto 
"Time is passing! Believe yourself al
ways ..." 

Febe C. Gramata 
"Ang kabataan ay pag-asa ng bayan." 

Brian Graslie 

Shawn C. Guy 
"Beware of a hairy upper lip." 

Barbra K. Humphrey 
"The dream burns within." 

Diana C. Icban 
"Okays mans . . . lets goes yos!" 

Roselyn C. Ignacio 
"Love, peace, and happiness . . 
yeah?!" 

Valerie Jorgenson 
"Redheads have more fun!" 

Jason B. Knapp 
"Through many dangerous toils and 
scares I have already come!" 

Mark E. Lanham 
"Strictly for my homies" 

Aureen Lanuzo 

Romella Laquindanum 
"Life is not a paragraph." 

Most Sincere 
Paul Freo 8c Marian Felicitas 

Biggest Flirt 
Arthur Lewis 8c Tera Riccobuano 

Most Unique 
Judie Pablo 8c Jan Bernabe 
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Most Artistic Best Smile Most Huggable 
Nikki Smith & John Long Brian Peters & Diane Icban Geoffery Denight & Alisa Duncan 

Jennifer D. Leddon 
"Never miss a rainbow or a sunset be
cause you were looking down." 

Kristine Legaspi 
"Reach for the highest star" 

Arthur G. Lewis 
"I'm off to do my own thang." 

Ronnylyn T. Llaniguez 
"Give every man thy ear but few thy 
voice." 

John G. Long 
"Heaven from all creatures hide the 
book of fate." 

Marie Lumsgui 
"It's never too late ..." 

Michael S. Lyons 
"What's the meaning of life? 49 " 

Ramon Magsipoc 
"I try my best." 

Vanessa R. Mangus 
"We don't remember days, we remem
ber moments." 

Jessica A. Manlongat 
"Have faith in yourself." 

Patrick C. Maroney 
"Throw your homework onto the fire, 
come out and find the one you love." 

Devin A. Merner 
"The lagacy of time is neverending." 
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Christopher Munsell 
"Ain't no half-steppin' " 

Jennifer Nashiro 

Desiree E. Neighbors 
"I just know you didn't say that." 

Christina Oka 
"Someday I'm going to finish going to 
school." 

Judie A. Pablo 
"The best way to make your dreams 
Judie A. Pablo 
"The best way iu man. 
come true is to wake up. 

Jamil C. Padcayan 
"I am what I b e." 

Brian E. Peters 

Brenda L. Pierczynski 
"Good luck and take care." 

Pamela C. Reinshuttle 

Jed P. Reyes 
Notice that the Heisman Trophy is 

brown." 

Tracey N. Reynolds 
"Pero, donde esta el bano?" 

Tera Lee Riccabuano 
"Talk to me!" 

Most Spirited 
Jason Knapp & Miki Fowler 

Friendliest 
Renato Estacio & Kristine Legaspi 

Most Sarcastic 
Vanessa Dizon & Trent Rosecrans 
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Elizabeth L. Stauffer 
"Today is the tomorrow you antici
pated yesterday." 

Mayra M. Steitz 

James V. Stokes 
"Success entails a great sense of humor 
and good hair." 

Charlie C. Sutton 
"I'm so stressed!" 

William B. E. Richburg II 
"Today is tomorrow's yesterday." 

Roena Romero 
"Meat stinks" 

C. Trent Rosecrans 
"Too many puppies are trained not to 
bark." 

Kathleen P. Simmons 

Maureen T. Ryan 
"I don't know now, and I n ever will." 

Matthew J. Scott 

Nicoline A. Smith 
"True friends are like diamonds, pre
cious and real." 

Rommel Solomon 
"Time is gold." 
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Heather Tomita 
"Gimpy loves Timmy ..." 

Suzanne Tupper 
"Keep your eyes on the road." 

Liberty Vicerra 
"The foundation of success is failure." 

Erin E. Walker 
"Be yourself, don't let anyone walk 
over you." 

Edna M. Willis 
"Today's impossible dream is tomor
row's reachable star." 

Danny Jae H. Yoo 
"Wake up guys and study hard (A and 
M)." 

Jennifer Windy Ayrs 

Christopher Derr 
"Let the boys be boys." 

Sheilabelle O. Omune 
"Isang magandang alaala, kahapong 
lagi kong kasama." 

Francis Quiogue 

Christopher Toomey 

Class Clown 
Katy Simmons & John Paul Edusada 

Most Likely to be Seen in Space 
Wayne Bailey & Melanie Gaskin 

Most Athletic 
Charlie Sutton & Kevin Dickey 
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Christina Good of the jungle looks for Tarzan in the trees of Kamakura. 

Mr. Derr shot rolls of film, organized seniors and approved the educational outing, the Senior class owes 
the principal a great deal of gratitude for this and countless other acts of school enrichment. 

Jim Stokes poses for the camera. Jim, Trent Rosecrans, and Nathan Burnore are all a little sluggish on this 
morning after the Alice in Chains concert they attended the night before. 

Jan Bernabe video tapes this experience to send to Bruce Gooding and Sara Craigmiles who had to return 
to the States for their senior year. 

The Three Musketeers: Ronnylyn Llaniguez, Jennifer Nashiro, and Suzzanne Tupper, smile for one of the 
many cameras that were brought to capture the day on film. 

Class Of 1994 Overthrows The Buddha 
Autumn parted the clouds and mists when 87 Kinnick seniors traveled to the shrine at Kamakura for an educational outing October 21. 
Kinnick s journalism class sponsored the trip and provided the Class of 94 with an opportunity to pose with friends and classmates against one 

of Japan's most famous backdrops. 
Speaking of the imposing statue and sculptured temple grounds, Principal Bruce Derr who accompanied the trip and served as translator said, 

I can t remember when I was here last. I'd forgotten how nice the temple is." 
The loveliness of the setting was not lost on the seniors. Despite a constant wind that blew cold and wet, the students strolled throughout the 

temple grounds and alternately admired the serenity and snapped pictures of one another beneath the impassive watch of the daibutsu. As the 
Kinnick seniors chatted with each other and visited Japanese classes, it was clear the outing was both enjoyable and educational. 

'This was a part of my senior year that I'll always remember," said Eric DeCastro. "I know that come June this class will scatter all over the 
place, but we'll always have this day together." 



You've Come A Long Way Baby! 

John Almazan 
Leo Aquino 
Windy Ayrs 
Jan Bernabe 
Nathan Burnore 

Ayesha Carter 
Chad Davies 
Geoff Denight 
Chris Derr 
Kevin Dickey 

Alisa Duncan 
John Paul Edusada 
Marian Felicitas 
Miki Fowler 
Paul Freo 

Rowena Garcia 
Trinidad Gerardo 
Christina Good 
Reika Goto 
Febe Gramata 

Shawn Guy 
Barbara Humphrey 
Diane Icban 
Roselyn Ignacio 
Valerie Jorgenson 

Jason Knapp 
Mark Lanham 
Romella Laquindaum 
Jennifer Leddon 
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Kristine Legaspi 
Arthur Lewis 
Ronnylyn Llaniguez 
John Long 
Marie Lumagui 

Ramon Magsipoc 
Vanessa Mangus 
Patrick Maroney 
Jessica Manlongat 
Chris Munsell 

Jennifer Nashiro 
Desiree Neighbors 
Christinna Oka 
Judie Pablo 
Jamil Padcayan 

Brenda Pierczynski 
Pamela Reinshuttle 
Jed Reyes 
Tera Riccobuano 
Maureen Ryan 

Roena Romero 
Nicoline Smith 
Jim Stokes 
Charlie Sutton 
Heather Tomita 

Chris Toomey 
Liberty Vicerra 
Erin Walker 
Edna Willis 
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Class of 1994 

may look good even if they lose. My 
computer games lo all my friends at 
SJND. That they may continue to fry 
their brains. My thanks and love to 
my parents. Alisa, Stewart's love -
that she may always remember me. 

Geoffrey Dcnight - Nothing to 
anybody!! 
Arthur G. Lewis - my eternal love 
lo Winnie, without whom my life 
would be meaningless. To my 
parents: all my thanks for being so 
patient. To: Vina, Dex, Lex, Steph, 
Mel: all the laughs. To Mr. Annibal 
and teachers: all the nightmares of 
my never-tiring mouth. Thank you. 
P.S. To: Aika, Mom, and Dad. 
Christopher A. Munscll - To my 
family, much love for all your 
support. To my boys Mark and Dcrr, 
lovin' y'all for life. To my boy 
Peters, A.C., to Ms. Miller, a load of 
turnips. To my boys in home cc., my 
taste and knowledge, and to Jaymc, 
my heart, soul, and my seriousness. 
Trent Rosccrans - Nate: my 
Japanese notebook; Jim: my Sub Pop 
C.D., since you still have it; Jan: 
more birthday parties; Christina, 
Heather, and Ena: unwritten upon 
book covers; Jed: real music; 
Shannon: a flashlight to fix your car, 
Alisa & Sara: my S.A.T. scores; Pat 
& Ryan: Batmobile & the Nilros; 
Baseball team: a fork! 
Chad Davies - The days of kicking 
it at the Youth Center with nothing 
to do to Chris D., Joe, Paul, Mark, 
Chris M; ability to win a match to 
Nelson Willis; Spinning of the 
wheels to Diane; the best of school 
years to Sara and Clay; Mr. Schmidt 
to c/o 95; air freshener to Murad, 
Tcra Lee Riccobuano - To Brcnda 
our unforgettable memories and 
friendship, all the MEN that God 
created for us!! And also my bra 
size. To Jamie my car & all the men 
that Brenda doesn't want. To Ms. 
Donald my spare lire! To my caring 
parents all my appreciation for 
helping me through High School. 
Charlie C. Sutton - To Shannon: 
more nights like the one with the 
"Beverly Hill Billies;" ToTracey: 
her name in my will; To Miss 
Miller: Grading papers - the folders 
are empty! And to Christina: my 
bestcst friend in the world, all my 
love and support because 1 couldn't 
have done anything without her. 
John Long - to my parents and 
family my thanks for being with me 
since day one; to Barbara, luck for 
the future; to my brother, Eric, my 
Spanish notes; to Nikkie, my stress 
from High School; to my ceramic 
class table my "hot" topics of the 
day; to those friends not mentioned, 
my sincere gratitude for all these 
years. 
Valeric A. Jorgcnson - To my 
sister: I l eave my closet, my physics 

and Schmidt notes, my love and all 
of the confidence you will need in 
the next two years...To Nathan: 
memories of Tama, all of the 
arguments and crazy faces...and to 
my mother: my thanks for getting 
me this far, my promises. 
Trinidad J. Gcrardo - Brian G.: 
my skills on driving without 
crashing, Randy C: money, 'cuz we 
never have any. Russel: your red 
face is just too much. Andrew: one 
smooth trip when we go to P.I. My 
sister: my love and hope for the 
future, if Mom doesn't kill you. 
Cielo: my friendship always, and the 
rest of my Homies and friends: 
C-ya! 
Jennifer Lcddon - all my love and 
laughter to my parents; all of my 
famous "Saint Olaf" stories to 
Marian, Febe, Judie, and Ronnylyn; 
my smiles and optimism to Jed; a 
box of Blue Forest to John A., after 
all it's something everyone must try; 
and finally, my high-pitched voice to 
Mr. Starrine. 
Traccy Nicole Reynolds -
Jess-my top locker; Charlie-her 
name in my will; Jan/Jim-plushy 
toys; Valerie-my shoe size; 
Trent-" Women are belter than 
men!"; Shan-cans of whipped 
cream; Ryan-ziggy paraphenilia; 
Starrine-Thanks for believing in 
me!; Zediker-GRATITUDE/ 
RESPECT; Schmidt-many thanks; 
Mom/Dad-I love you!; Patrick-troll 
dolls, hair relaxer, ALL my love; 
always. 
Jan Christian Bcrnabc -
Sara-platonic rainforest, Jim-my 
hair, driver's license, liberal views, 
Ryan-my rap CD's and pottery 
skills, Trenl-a barf bag, Shannon-
screwdrivers, Jen-my picture and 
SAT scores, Tracey/Pat-Cabbage 
Patch Kids, Judie-my lightbulbs, 
Febc-my Tagalog skills, Ena-my 
vocabulary, Chuck-Mr. Starrine, Mr 
Star-my thanks. 
James Vincent Stokes - Jan: my 
voluminous vocabulary, Smashing 
Pumpkins; Mr. Starr: faith in God; 
Pal: rockabilly music; Tracey: 
"plush" comments (insults); Mr. 
Eltl: my imitation of your voice; 
Nathan: all the kick @&& concerts 
we saw; Trent: Mudhoncy, urine 
donor card; Elisa: thanks for your 
especial friendship; Jen: all my 
forever love and care. 
Edna M. Willis - my thanks to 
everyone who had put up with my 
#x@* for the last 12 years. My 
parents for their everlasting love and 
support, yes, this means you Mom 
(Jenny). Nelson, Gina, and Leon for 

all of the fun and headaches. Hey 
you guys, I LOVE YOU VERY 
MUCH! 
Brian Peters - To Andy Collis, I 
leave my off-base driving skills. To 
Amanda and McCoy, my Nambu 
drifting skill and Baboy styles. To 
Angela Collis, I leave my ability to 
drink and not turn into a Loco 
Pumpkin. "MUCH LOVE" to the 
Homies ICG, Kompton, YMW, 
Mabori Mafia, DNA, 116, Toomey, 
Billy. 
Dcvin Mcrncr - my most valuable 
possessions to my sister, everything 
else isn't worth much. 
Diane Icban - Love and thanks to 
my family. R.R.W.P.K. 1 leave the 
laughs and memories at lunch. Dcz 
and Caf-all my thoughts and stress. 
Zeus-my thanks and memories. 
Xants-my "nanunanu" looks, 
memories, and secrets. My one and 
only Dork, Drew,-my heart, 
coconutcss, everlasting love and 
faithfulness. Mr. Mucllcr-my smile. 
Chrismond Raga - My love and 
friendship to all my boys and 
homegirls back in A-town and SHA. 
To all my boys here, the same to 
you. My little bro, my Pumas. Mom 
and Pops, my hopes and dreams. To 
all the beautiful ladies out in the 
world, you have my mind so 1 can 
only think of you, you have my heart 
so I c an only love you. 
Peace...DEMON JAYMEL. 
Nathan O. Burnorc - Valeric 
Jorgenson-Tabby kitten and 
telephone cards; Roena Romcro-a 
Big Mac; Jim Stokes-Ren & Stimpy 
forever and great concerts; Trent 
Rosecrans-some great concert 
memories; Pat M. & Jan B.-all the 
weird music in the world; Miki and 
Jason-lots of good luck; Tracey 
Reynolds-shots and aspirin for 
Central America. 
Michelle Lee Fowler - Val-rny 
plaid flannels and a bright future; 
Nathan-lotsa luck; my sis, Tami-3 
years of high school and multitudin
ous hugs. Love ya!; Rainbows and 
giggles for my sis, Molly; My 
darling Jason-ctcmal friendship and 
love and the potential for a lifetime 
of memories together. I love you!; 
Thanks Mom and Dad! 1 
Vanessa Mangus - My eternal love 
and devotion always to my parents, 
to my sisters thanks for always 
being there for me through thick and 
thin. Thanks to all of my teachers 
throughout the years, for all my 
knowledge. To my Best Friend Pur, 
Congrats, we made it! 
Mike Lyons - My future millions to 
the varsity soccer team. That they 

Alisa Duncan - To Sara-Bear: my 
bras. May you grow into them 
soneday. To Jen-Ben: my great debate 
skills. You'll need it to argue against 
Dad. To Mr. Star: all my annoying 
habits. You already have a good start 
on one: leaving all of your junk on the 
lab tables. To Mike: my wonderful 
Apple II GS. Trust me, it's better thar 
an IBM. Remember, I think that 
you're wonderful. 
Rosclyn Ignacio - To Mclla-lcss 
stress & a Honda Civic, Di-my laugh, 
Xants-scrungees, Cat-less accidents, 
Dez-xlra car keys, Cielo-REGRETS! 
& my toes lo match yo' 
fingers...WHASSFLAA! To the Subic 
crew-"Remember whens..." & MWR 
hotel days. To my brothers-$$ for a 
haircut & my ability to get away with 
things, to my parents-my love & 
thanks. 
Chris Dcrr - Much thanks to my 
family; joyful tears for my boys Mark 
and Munscll; common sense to 
Toomey; flying heads lo Peters; taste 
to Joe and Paul; a life to Chad; 
freedom lo Christina; care to my 
secret lady; Junior Olympics to all 
Blue Oysters; and to Ripp I leave a 
carrot. 
Brcnda Lynn Picrczynski - To my 
everlasting faithful friend Tcra-the 
memories of times shared, Drive by's 
and boob jokes!!! Along with a wet 
kiss from the sexiest man alive!! To 
Jamic-my Doc Martens and 
exboyfriends!! To Scot-my tattoo!! Tc 
Mom-the result of 18 years of hard 
work, love and dedication. 
Rocna Romero - My family: love 
and thanks; Heather: my car, my 
license, my $9.00 Payless shoes; 
Jennifer: Thanks for expanding my 
Japanese slang vocabulary, the 
"Sting", Okay, Inabu too; Kathy N.: 
My cheers; Masako: my height, my 
pigment; Ammon: Master(dc)bating 
skills, Jeffrey's younger brother; Mr. 
Starrine; Amnion's master(de)bating 
skills for next year; Ian: "Nerd" 
Power! 
John Paul Ednilag Edusada - All 
my Love, Dedication, Duty and 
Thanks to My Forever Dearest Lord, 
Mom, Dad, and lo my baby brother 
Jeff (We will always rock Da Bahay, 
boyccc!) To Alma Garcia, your 
friendship will always be in my heart! 
To my "oldskool krew '94," more 
dayz, more dayz, more dayz... 

Ronnylyn T. Llanjguez - To Mom & 
Dad-my love & thankfulness for all 
your help & support throughout H.S. I 
couldn't have done it w/o you!! To 
Jer-my Sega Genesis & games-yeah 
right! To Oscar-me!! Seriously though, 
your encouragement & understanding 
these past 1 1/2 years has helped me 
greatly. Thank you for pushing me in 
the right direction. Je t'aime beaucoup!! 
To M.V.F.-many "intelligent 
conversations". To F.G., J.L., J.P.-the 
best in all you do. To C.M.-all my 
notes. To A.O.-my Japanese knowledge. 
Christopher G. Cruz - To our Lord all 
mighty, my thanks. My diploma to my 
mother. To my friends, the memories 
and thanks. And to a beautiful, lovely 
girl, Ms. Liberty Vicerra, I bequeath to 
you my heart felt gratitude, support, 
true admiration in heart, and my only 
treasure in life, our friendship. 
Desirec Neighbors - To all that I have 
known and missed lasting friendship 
and love. Cathy, Rose, and Charlie 
C.P.O. Diane my shoulder and 
memories. Xanthie times at Video 
Rental. Cielo my innocence and time 
from all worries. Mella party time. 
Mary happiness. Windy, Ronny, and 
Pam smiles always. Brown, Peters, 
Percy & Tyrone my thanx. Parents my 
graditude. 
James Cain - to my younger sister, all 
the luck which I never had, you should 
have plenty. To the footbal team I leave 
the victories of the earlier years. To 
Steve Shong I l eave some skills. To the 
baseball team I le ave all the embarrass
ment of the past seasons. To the school 
my student #. 
Christina Oka - Shannon-a ticket to 
Toledo, Ohio; Mr. Jensen-a cured 
melon; Kathy Clark-power to do 10 
million things at once; Charlie-room in 
my dorm; Brian-my love; Ms. Miller-a 
facto a day; and to my brother whom I 
love- an application to PLU. 
Febe C. Gramata - To my family, 
Mom, Dad, "aunties" and "uncles"-
my everlasting love. To Joan (Jing)-my 
"wisdom" and "wardrobe"...Really! 
To Ian a.k.a. Jynx-my eternal friendship 
(cuckoo!) To Janice & R.C. Posse-some 
"sign stealing" ability. To my bestest 
friends: J.M.J. & R.-the memories since 
freshmen year. To my filipino brothers: 
J.JP.P. & J-the *'8' "ball and movie 
ticket stubs. To Jan-Guess what? You 
get my car and my driving ability! 
Finally...to the class of 1994-Party on in 
college. I love you guys! 
Patrick Maroney - Jan-a happy 
Massage Chain. Tracey-a stuffed Bugs 
Bunny, a Keebler elf, thousands of pink 
eye cases, ten kisses and a bucket 
o'love. Ryan-the address to Colitis St. 
Bakery, official Hoggyco name tags, 
any brown nosing that actually worked. 
Mr. Star-my superior height, my 11th 
and 12th digits. 
Jennifer Nashiro - M y family-my love 
and thanks. Jessica-Mr. Starrine! 
Reika-Juliana Tokyo!! Heather-Troy 
and Jeff!! Ena-Pina Colada (Prom 
night!) and Keanu! Suzanne-

Roy! (Unscramble) Linda and Ed 
"Waldo"-love and happiness. Stay 
together forever.... My family-my love 
and thanks. And to my cute sis, Kat-my 
backhand spring skills and tons of 
love...I'm really going to miss you. 
Rowena Garcia - give my stress and 
worries to both my sisters Alma and 
Emily; Schmidt notes to Tala and Jenny 
S.; pity for the upcoming '95 seniors. 
My love, affection, and thanks to both 
my parents and to God for pushing me 
up to the peak of success and graduation. 
Russel Ecklund I le ave all the happy 
memories to the girl I love, Marie, and 
to all the Pinoy'z. 
Jessica A. Manlongat My family-all 
my love, everything, and thank you for 
your love and patience. Lexter-my joke 
book lessons and harp lessons. 
Jennifer-Tuan, Skippy, chicken, oranges. 
Vanessa-happiness. Heather-back 
parking lessons. Roena-my boyfriend, 
Keanu Reeves. Suz.-walnuts. 
Mark Lanham - To my family: thanks 
for trust and support. Derr and Munz.: 
life-lasting friendship. My love to 
Tiffany and Nikki Jackson. Murad: Mad 
Props. CRF: my treasured memories. 
Rea: my left arm. Respect to the Atsugi 
bug girl. Tears of Joy to my girl, MJM, 
SAG, and BOC. 
Marian Villareal Felicitas To the 
best parents/relatives: I give you my 
world. Thank you for your neverending 
love, wisdom, and support. To Mayeth & 
"little brother": I leave my respect, 
admiration, and sisterly knowledge. 
Can't wait until we're all together in the 
Philippines! To my friends: I leave 
unforgettable memories. To the Lord: I 
give all that I can give. Maraming 
Salamat Po! 
Kristine Legaspi - Round or smudged 
to Vanessa, mannequins to Shannon, 
memories to Chelon, Rea, Cathy, and 
Sakura. The big W to Jayme P., my love 
to my family. Forever friendship to 
Jaymee, Liesa, and Tina. Peace to Blue 
Oyster, SAG, MJM, and to everyone 
else I missed. 
Renato Estacio - To Sadie: my endless 
laughter and smile, to Phil: bus fare, to 
Mrs. Jorgenson: Choir-luck, to Mr. 
Schmidt: drama memories, to Deirdre 
and Theresa: grilled cheese sandwiches, 
to Zach: whatever, and to Jared: a warm 
jacket. I take everything else with me 
because I desperately need my sanity. 
Suzanne Tupper Tammy: height; 
Makiko: knowledge of kanji; Sadie: 
Jinsei thoughts; Ryo: my expensive 
Porsche; Jennifer: Eki (unscramble!); 
Heather: my fantastic talents; Jessica: 
pecans; Reika: Matsu. 
Erin Walker - t o Amanda, good luck in 
the future. May all your hopes and 
dreams come true. Thanks for always 
being there for me. Never forget Bay 
Bridge =k=. Good luck with Andy. I 
wish the best to the Class of '94! Peace! 
Randy Caras - Leave the memories to 
the people I love ... Syke! P-NOYZ N 
DA HOWZ! c/o 94! 
Catherine Bernal - Cielo & Xanthie I 
leave memories. Romella, Rose, Windy, 

Pam, & Des I le ave my everlasting 
friendship. Kristine I l eave you my 
"D". The unforgettable Diane I l eave 
used wet tissue boxes. DB, SB, & LB I 
leave money. Last but not least to my 
parents I leave unpaid bills. 
Pam Reinshuttle - Field my love 
forever. To my brother Fred 3 more 
years of hell. To my sister Rose wassss 
up?! To Amanda-Pachinco forever. 
Thanks Moms and Dad for everything. 
And to everyone that kicks it at Brian's 
house, I l ove you all. To Brown; Best 
Friends. Pam and Field forever. 
Nicoline A. Smith - Judie, Jennifer, 
and Febe, our everyday discussions in 
Ceramic class. John Long the "loss of 
innocence". Marian freedom to go out. 
Lynn I leave you my smile. Melanie, 
Michelle, & Natasha I leave you 
attention for your wonderful songs. Joe 
Percy I leave my sad love songs. 
Liberty VicerTa - my diploma and 
deepest gratitude to my parents and 
grandparents. To Lionell-responsibility; 
to Santa Fe-patience; to Holy Angel 
University-loyalty; to all my friends in 
the Philippines-summer and memories; 
for my friends here-Carpe Diem; to all 
my mentors-Maraming Salamat; and to 
HIM I give my silence. 
Jamil C. Padcayan - World peace to 
the happy bugs, and love to my 
Universal family and a side of ribs to 
the big G. 
Bill Richburg - to Danny I leave MST 
and kookiness. To Missy I l eave my 
teeth and my heart. To Mr. Jensen I 
leave my wit and German. To Mr. 
Starrine 1 give silence from my constant 
babbling. To high Queen Raydia I leave 
memories and my spikes. See you all in 
Gehenna! 
Barbra Humphrey to John my thanks 
for all those times he made me laugh. 
My eternal love and gratitude to my 
mother and father for all they have 
given me. My hope for a fulfilling 
future to Tom and my brothers. And my 
loving, eternal friendship to my best 
friend Mayra. 
Christina Good - all cheer thoughts, 
ideas, laughter and fun to my fellow 
cheerleaders-Jen, Phnewfula, Amy, 
Kathrine, Rea, etc.... Fara, Jayme, Flo I 
leave my basketball skills. To my 
family I l eave my jokes. Mom I love 
you; thanks Matt I l eave my car and 
memories. Peace 2 M2STDJ CD, CM, 
ML, KD, Love you guys. 
Paul R. Freo - ALL MY CORN! 
(Joke) To my soul, memories of 
Hawaii. To John I leave my Nintendo 
skills. To Jed I le ave my strength. To 
Febe and company all my happiness. To 
Moe I le ave...my humor. Virginia has 
my cat... To everyone else, I l eave 
you...HANGIN'. Eat corn brah! 
Maureen Ryan - my worldly goods to 
the following people: to Mom & Dad, I 
leave the last 2 children you have to 
support, may you do as well w/ them as 
you did w/ the other 4. And to L.A. & 
P.F., I le ave my thanks. You guys will 
always be my best friends. 
Romella Laquindanum Doc-my 

heart, farts & Lactaid; Sky-my 
parental advice; Roz-thanks for 
being an understanding "budster"; 
Dez-the Brown-ness!; Cat, Di, XV 
& Wind-happiness & REAL MEN; 
my parents, Rain & Chell-my 
eternal LOVE; Pinoy Boy-"mahal 
kita"; Russ & Inday-forever 
together! 
Heather Tomita - Jeff: My devoted 
love and affection for everlasting 
years to come. I LOVE YOU 
infinity to the power infinity! My 
family: my love and gratitude for all 
your help. Simon: Keanu's love and 
Piggy's specs. "Sucks to your 
asthmar!" Jen: Anko and Inaba. 
Sue: cat food. 
Andrew DelRosario - all my love 
and thanks to my parents. To the 
fellas-all the "brownnessships"! To 
Ian & Louie-good luck & stay out of 
trouble! To Trinidad & J.P.-Keep 
the "oldschool"! To Di-memories 
together, "143" 4-eva! PEACE!!! 
Chris Toomey - Mrs. Oka, Mr. 
Derr, and parents: all my thanks; 
Mr. Z my hair and muscles; Steve: 
my driving skills; Basketball team: 
my fighting skills; Mr. Mead: 
Birthday memory; Paul: a left; Joe: 
my shoes; Komei: underwear; 
Hamon, Jason, Will, Lavant: horse 
skills; Derr and Munsell: memories; 
Windy: my nice toes. 
Erik DeCastro - 1 leave the 
memories to the Pinoyz. Pinoyz 
always in da house, c/o '94. 
Jamie Smith - nothing, due to the 
fact that I h ave no real possesions or 
estates. The little possesions that I 
do own I l eave them to Tera and 
Brenda. Tera-all my CD's. 
Brenda-my only pair of Dr. Martins. 
My garments to goodwill and 
$150.00 to a Save the Whales 
foundation. (Tera, I don't want 
Brenda's ex-boyfriends'.) 
Amanda Pruneda to Andrew 
Collis, I will always love you, never 
forget the great times we had 
(sewer)!!! Also good luck next year 
and stay out of trouble. To Erin, 
thanks for everything you have done 
for me. I'll never forget ya. To 
DNA, stay out of trouble. To 
Angela, our friendship. 
Jason B. Knapp - To Tami my coat 
for Iceland, Crystal (my sister) dry 
hands, Jessica my pool time-cards, 
Cara collection of rubber-bands, Val 
1/2 of my bad papers, Nate the other 
half, "My Love" marble from your 
performance, rock from Fuji, Field 
of flowers I p romised and most of 
all my eternal Love and Friendship. 
1 Love You!! 
Judie Pablo - Mom & Dad: my 
love & thanks. Febe, Marian, Jen, 
Ronny, JD, Janice & Nikkie: 
unforgettable memories, thanks for 
everything. J, JP, P, & J: mood 
swings, laughs & best wishes. Jan: 
dreads, shades for that "light" & a 
shopping spree. Bruce: a memorable 
summer, videos, & onigiri. 



Senior 
Anxiety 

An Apple 
A Day .  .  .  

They'd bite their nails if they 
had any left. Seniors face an un
certain future with untested skills; 
nervousness follows fast and anxi
ety follows faster. Coping leads to 
moping, but all the while hoping 

"That I find a helping hand," 
Mark Lanham 
"That some nice guy will pay the 
college principal and interest," 
Chris Derr 

. . . keeps the jitters away. Tracey Reynolds studies long, debates hard 
and awaits the future. 

Senior photographers, Snap, Flash and Click fear the wrath of students, sponsors when 
printing pictures backwards. 



Junior Class 1995 
Carolina Abbott 

Marlon Abreu 
Tyrone Actkinson 

Aine Akeley 

Delhia Allen 
Tyrone Bailey 
Dennis Bernal 

Peter Bertelson 

Dante Boada 
Crystal Brown 
Lance Burnett 
Andrew Collis 

Jaye Del Rosario 
Ian Delrosario 
Tanya Doelzal 

Jennifer Duncan 

Daniel Dunscombe 
Abby Eversoll 

Miki Farris 
Fara Ferinden 

Elisa Matsuda and Natalie Nieves are working hard to 
get the Junior Class float for Homecoming up and 
ready to roll. Despite the Juniors efforts they placed 
fifth this year in the Spirit week festivities. Although 
the Junior Class didn't place first this year, they will be 
a force to reckon with next year. 

The Junior Class consists of 103 students, so enjoy the 
memories and see ya next year. 

Phnewfula Frederiksen 
Aki Fullerton 
Christina Gabayan 
Shannon Gallant 

Maria Garcia 
Israel Garrison 
Tala Gomez 
Delicia Gonzales 

Jeremy Gooding 
Leon Goodman 
Melissa Gross 
Allison Hadley 
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Jennifer Kempf 
Jonathan Kiebel 

Robert Kumazawa 
Michael Lask 

John Leipen 
Isagani Maawac 
Jeremy Mallari 

Cielo Mangahas 

Jeremiah Manzon 
Ryan Maroney 
Elisa Matsuda 

Jody Mayo 

Micheal Hannah 
Scott Hawkins 

Ryo Horton 
Carla Jones 

Michelle Merritt 
Kristin Meyer 

Tinnesha Mullins 
Natalie Nieves 
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The school year 1993-1994 was a pretty 
good one for the Junior Class. With years of 
waiting we're finally on the first floor with 
the big boys. Junior year is a really special 
time for us. We're older and graduation is 
getting closer and closer. As we struggle for 
top grades and getting high SAT scores to 
get into that dream college, let's all remem
ber the friendships we've made, the great 
times we've had, and the memories that will 
last us a lifetime. 

The Junior Class was led this year by, the following 
students, (Left to right). Secretary Elisa Matsuda, Rep. 
Tinnesha Mullins, Rep. Natalie Nieves, President Kris
tin Meyer, Vice-President Fara Ferinden, Rep Shannon 
Thomson. Not pictured is Treasurer Crystal Brown. 

Natahan Orchard 
Victoria Pagan 
Xaver Pangilinan 
Eugene Payne 

Joe Percy 
Sara Pfahlert 
Jimmy Piatt 
Amanda Pruneda 

Retome McCoy 
Kathee Royal 
Gerald Salvador 
Eli Sanchez 
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Xanthie Vinoya 
Paul Watson 
Alex Wazlak 
Frank White 

Matthew Traverso 
Shenay Truesdale 

Alvin Ushry 
Frank Villamor 

While Miki Farris and Tyrone Baily strike a pose, students discuss prom and the Christmas skit at the library. 
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Most Artistic: Amy Yamada 8c Tyler Schubert 

Future Sports Illustrated Cover Models: Shannon Thomson 8c Eli Sanchez 

Most Sociable: Crystal Brown 8c Ian Delrosario 

Future Ivy League Graduates: Elisa Matsuda 8c Matt Traverso Teachers' Worst Nightmare: Amanda Pruneda 8c Andy Collis Pick-Up Artists: Carolina Abbot 8c Ducky Tate 

Halam -v 

> •  

.... -

Most Huggable: Natalie Nieves 8c Marlon Abreau 

Here are the Junior Class Chosen Ones. Who did 
you chose? Your voices were heard and here are the 
students who stood out this year. Will they be the 
same next year? You decide. 

Best Smile: Jennifer Duncan 8c Miki Farris 

Man and Woman of the Year: Shannon Gallant 8c Steve Shong 

Most Eccentric: Delhia Allen 8c Jeremy Gooding 
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Kathy Clark is one of the many sophomore 
class members who is very involved with the 
spirit of our school. The sophomore class came 
in second place during homecoming spirit 
week this year. The sophomores were very in
volved with all of the games and the spirit of 
dressing to the theme of the day. 

Matt Burnore 
Kristen Butt 
Winnie Cabilan 
Tracy Carlson 
Adam Chastain 

The sophomore class officers consist of: President, Sherry 
Ann Griscot; Vice President, Masako Long; Treasurer, 
Raymond Simpson; Class Representatives, Cherelene Gen-
eroso, Kristen Bun, and Erin Irelan. 

Jyo Chiauzzi 
Mike Christoff 
Alan Churchill 
Kathy Clark 
Nestor Conrady 

Florence Abreu 
Carmela Aguda 

Jeff Akins 
Charlene Almazan 

Marifel Ambat 

Michael Coufal 
Katie Curtis 
Romar Custodio 
Tiffany Davis 
Isaiah Delarosa 

Sandra Areola 
Joyce Arevalo 

Gail Aspuria 
Christina Ayres 

Ollie Bailey 

Katherine Denight 
Mandre Dorsey 
Andre Dudek 
Cary Dugenske 
David Eppley 

Reynaldo Banasijan 
Marvin Bequio 

Zoe Bergamo 
Crystal Bickford 

Jeff Bourke 

Veronica Esquivel 
Stella Falk 
Jeff Felarca 
Murad Ferguson 
Sheba Ferguson 
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Carolyn Frank 
Fatima Galano 

Michael Gamboa 
Bill Ganley 

David Gaskin 

Vina Gasmen 
Cherlene Generoso 

Debbie Givens 
Sherry A. Griscott 

Danny Hahn 

Lauren Harper 
Shinichiro Haruno 

Regina Holcomb 
Harmon Howard 

Daniel Howe 

Geoff Howell 
Ryan Ignacio 

Erin Irelan 
Maguna Jackson 

Heather Jorgenson 

Charles Koahou 
Dominique Kuster 

Masako Long 
Rowena Magsipoc 

Norjelyn Maldonado 
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Heather Mangus 
Lexter Manlongat 
Donovan Maples 
Colin Miller 
Kiyomi Mizukami 

Katherine Nashiro 
Ceasar Olson 
Aika Ooka 
Shawn Paris 
Jayme Pontious 

Brian Pugay 
Rea Quijano 
Chelon Regino 
Dexter Retome 
Dale Rieck 

Satsuki Robinson 
Michelle Ross 
Reginald Sampson 
Jonah Saringo 
Amy Shrader 

Raymond Simpson 
Michelle Smith 
Louis Solomon 
Amelia Stanco 
Virginia Stuebing 
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MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED 
MosakoLong BEST DRESSED 

52 Matthew Burnore Tiffany Davis 
Dexter Retome 

1996 1996 1996 1996 

Sophomore Class Chosen Ones 

Tim Swen 
Rodney Teske 

Art Tibayan 
Heide Timoteo 

Sadie Ushry 

Ryan Warfield 
Stephanie Watson 

Nelson Willis 
John Wocher 

Makiko Yamashiro 

Leah Yoneda 
Tanya Ziglinski 

1996 1996 1996 1996 
MR. & MRS. CLASS OF "96" 

Virginia Stuebing 
Cesar Olson 

CLASS CLOWN 
Sheba Ferguson 

Lexter Manlongat 

MOST SPIRITED 
Cherlene Generoso 

Dexter Retome 

MOST INVOLVED 
Makiko Yamashiro 
Raymond Simpson 
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1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 19971^7 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 

The "Freshmen" Class — Transition Years To High School To Adulthood. 

1997 The Classiest Class 
The Freshmen Class is showing alot of spirit 

not only by being the second biggest class with 
155 students, but by putting that number into 
great use; especially in the cheer competitions. 

"The Freshmen class show a promise when 
they decide to work" said class sponsor Ms. 
Oka. They showed great work during Home
coming by winning 3rd in banner, 3rd in float, 
1st in cheer, and 3rd overall. KEEP UP THE 
SPIRIT FRESHMENS! 

Beyond office, the officers excel else where. Left to Right: President Hannibal Dew — varsity football star; Class Sponsor 
Ms. Oka; Vice President Ammon Matsuda — dibator, musician; Secretary Terresa Arigo — J.V. soccerette; Class Rep. Mel-
den Francia —J.V. soccerette, and Treasurer Joan Gramada —J.V. soccer. 

Zeni Aishman 
Laura Akeley 

Micheal Alcova 
Mike Aliscad 
Emiko Allan 

Michah Allred 

Lilibeth Andrade 
Theres Angeles 

Janice Arboleda 
Janice Arevalo 
Theresa Arigo 

Bernabeth Balatern 

Albert Balido 
Sophia Barchard 

Candameia Bender 
Sherilyn Benner 

Kimberly Bowers 
Irene Burgas 

Daniel Burns 
Lionell Cacal 
Farrah Cain 
Harold Calpo 
Theresa Camet 
Tarra Campbell 

Bryan Card 
Keiosha Charles 
Marvin Childress 
Lou Ann Chua 
Christina Clyburn 
Angela Collis 

Patricia Couture 
Abby Cryderman 
Domingo Declaro 
Elaine Del Rosario 
Wil Delacruz 
Jason Delapaz 

Chris Delrosario 
Jennifer Denmeade 
Hannibal Dew 
Todd Diamond 
Jeffery Dicky 
Alvin Dionela 

Robert Diones 
Emi Doughty 
Jeff Dubois 
Mark Eppely 
Brooke Espinoza 
Ted Eversoll 

Sakura Farris 
Mark Flores 
Tami Fowler 
Meldon Francia 
Yance Freeman 
Barbara Fukumitsu 

Julio Funchess 
Jessica Gahayan 
Alma Garcia 
Gerardo Garcia 
Lloyd Garrison 
Barry Gasmen 
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1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 

Lernito Gomez 
Joan Gramata 

Thomas Graslie 
Johnnie Hamm 
Jason Hamrick 
Matt Hawkins 

Brandy Henry 
Edward Icban 
Hiromi Ishizu 

Jeanie Ito 
Nicole Jackson 

Rhomere Jimenez 

Michelle Jones 
Philip Keehn 

Jessica Kelley 
Jared Kellison 
Levant Kenney 

Adam Kness 

Rainier Laquindanum 
Jay Lawson 

Hilary Lee 
Melanie Lee 
Jay Lagaspi 
Jeb Leinard 

Michelle Ligaya 
Jeramy Llaniguez 

Eric Long 
Achelle Maldonado 

Janice Mallari 
Joseph Manglona 

Amber Mangus 
Michiko Marshall 

Laura Martin 
Ammon Matsuda 

Shirley Megumi 
Brian Merritt 

Mike Merritt 
Robert Minnick 
Sherwin Moore 

William Mortellaro 
Serina Morton 

James Murdoch 
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1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 

Leah Narciso 
Komei Oka 
Annri Opitz 
Molly Orchard 
Brian Orenze 
Rockford Padcayan 

Natasha Palmer 
Rachelle Pangilinan 
Emily Parker 
Chandica Percy 
Ashley Pezzello 
Jojie Platon 

Fred Reinshuttle 
Raniel Reyes 
Joseph Richards 
Jenny Rieck 
Jose Sadile 
Audrey Sahr 

Sam Scott 
Jay Serrano 
Sarah Snyder 
Mellisa Stallworth 
Joey Stanco 
Morife Steitz 

Camille Stiff 
William Stigdon 
Ralph Tholen 
Carrie Traverso 
Chester Trinidad 
Callie Truesdale 

Jaclyn Trujillo 
Jennette Valledor 
Jessica Vanderploeg 
Stacy Varner 
Jason Verostek 
Tawanjai Vinoya 

Lou Watson 
Erika Webrigth 
Cindy West 
Adrienne Wilson 
Clarence Wilson 
Tiffanie Wilson 
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The Fabulous Freshmen Float! Hannibal Dew; Getting into the Game. Micah Allred already all business. 

Lounging languidly Leo Funchess 

The Class of 1997! 

Ashley Pezzello — paying close attention in class. Misty Wines — uncorks clear answer. Posing with a Pepsi — Joan Gramata and 

Teresa Arigo. 

Sherwin Moore or less happy to be in c lass. 

Hilary Lee and Janice Mallari — two heads are prettier than one. 

Jason Dela Paz and Wil Dela Cruz — a double 
dose of Delas. 

Fearless Fred and Ed, two tough guys. 

Keiosha Charles and Melanie Lee happy to be, 
lovely to see. 

Jannette Valledor and Janice Arevalo — miles of 
smiles. 

1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1997 1 

Michelle Wines 

Misty Wines 

Sheila Young 

Don Zamora 

Jessica Zaragoza 

One is the loneliest number. Nicole Jackson; 1997's princess. 



F 

MOST LIKELY TO BE REMEMBERED 
Komei Oka and Lou Ann Chuia 

FRIENDLIEST 
Keiosha Charles and Jeff Dickey 
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1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 

Catherine Abejar 
Rhenan Abreu 

Mark Alcova 
Terrill Allen 

Shleby Allgood-Mellem 
Heather Almazan 

Monica Amaya 
Remy Ansiello 
Leslie Apostol 
Brooke Kline 
Vergil Arceo 

Lindsay Baines 

Grace Balancio 
Christine Banko 

Michael Bataclan 
Janet Benner 

Melissa Bequino 
Leo Bernal 

Sara Betz 
Mindy Bixby 

Riza Boring 
Thomas Boyer 

Ryan Bridgid 
Stephan Brock 

James Bumgarner 
John Burns 

John Busam 
Michael Caley 

Ben Card 
Divine Carrier 

Sharmell Cheney 
Jane Clark 
Cassey Columna 
Gail Concepcion 
Jennifer Costa 
Sara Davies 

Murrayvie Declaro 
Dennisse Delacruz 
Jonas Delarosa 
Louie DelRosario 
Michael Diaz 
Julie Diones 

Misty Dolezal 
Brad Dugenske 
Manuel Echevadria 
Tina Eilers 
Dale Farrales 
Brian Ferry 

Brenton Fessler 
Sharonda Frazier 
Emmelynn Freo 
Henry Funchess 
Sean Galvin 
Emmeline Garcia 

Chariey Garrison 
Steven Ginter 
Heather Graser 
Boonylynn Griscott 
Anthony Hadorn 
John Haggins 

Vickie Hannah 
Dexter Harmon 
Autumn Henry 
Lionel Hernandez 
Edward Honrattyjr. 
Mark Hopkins 

Jonathan Howe 
Shaun Howie 
Anissa Hughes 
Deidre Iwane 
Jerimy Jacobson 
Kari Johnson 

T omesha Johnson 
Iramecca Jones 
Marissa Kaiser 
Jennifer Kiebel 
Lauren Knolhoff 
Michael Lapuebla 
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1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 
Reggie Laranang 

Jeff Lawson 
Leah Lohmann 

Mikiko Long 
Moses Lu 

Arturo Macabalitao 

Michelle Macabalitao 
Karen Malgapo 
Donlee Malong 

Michelle Maquindang 
Rayna Matsuno 

Yolanda McGirt 

Daisy Medina 
Kristy Miller 
Ria Miranda 

Sherry Mitsuhashi 
Christian Monzon 

Lauren Moody 

Glenn Moore 
Jocelyn Moore 

Bobbi Jo Morgan 
Patrick Munoz 

Vanessa Murdoch 
William Myers 

Gary Narciso 
Sean Neuhauser 

Gabriel Nordeck 
John O'Connor 
Jiemmy Oroifo 
Michael Payne 

Mark Anthony Perez 
Charlene Platz 

Joel Profeta 
Stephanie Rapisura 

Timothy Ratcliff 
Joyce Regino 

Kate Richburg 
Takuro Robinson 

Marvin Roeder 
Augustin Romero 

Bridgid Ryan 
Ethelind Salvador 

Michelle Sampson 
Michael Schmit 
Kirsten Selness 

Erin Smith 
Adriana Spicuzza 

Cathy Teske 
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1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 1998 
Richard Thomson 
Anthony Tibayan 
Lindsey Todd 
Alexander Tomita 
Charmaine Trinidad 
Shaun Usher 

Maria Valdez 
Elmo Valerio 
Tracy Vaughan 
Charles Verostek 
Tiffany Waldron 
Chris Wazlak 

Jen Westenhaver 
Winton White 
Chris Wiley 
Nikki Wiley 
Gina Willis 
Ceola Wilson 

Angela Wocher 
Michelle Wood 
Matthew Yackee 
James Yoneda 
Charles Young 
Malsun Zukowski 
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Eighth grade class officers Cathy Abejar, Iramecca Jones, 
Karen Malgapo, and Joyce Regino take time out of their 
busy schedules to smile for the camera. 

While concentrating on their studies, Mayeth Felicitas and 
Carren Bell are unsuspectingly captured by the flash of the 

Michelle Tate, Jennifer Pontious, Christina Lask, Sabrina 
White, and Abby Cabilan hang together for a Kodak mo-

68 

Junior High Candids 
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1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 
Michelle Abanes 
Geraldine Abreu 

Jubbie Acutim 
Michael Adye 

Micheal Agbay 
J.D. Aishman 

Amy Aliscad 
Ben Allred 

Brent Almon 
Rose Anselmo 
Keith Antonio 

Ondra Aprilliano 

Eunice Azucena 
Kristine Balancio 
Bernabe Balatero 
Miyoko Baldwin 

Sam Beers 
Carren Bell 

Timothy Bell 
Nick Bellevue 

Chris Beyer 
Meghan Bolyard 

Jennifer Bradstock 
Rachel Brown 

Marvin Burgas 
Megan Burnett 
Makesha Butler 

Abby Cabilan 
Teo Candaliza 

Rachel Carpenter 

Brittini Carscalle 
Myreen Castaneda 

Rochelle Castellano 
Kellie Chapman 

Bobby Cook 
Aimee Cooper 

Jeremy Coufal 
Anthony Crowley 

Faye Cuevas 
Theresa Custodia 
Gladys Custodio 
Lesley Custodio 

Richard Dahlin 
Joey Dassler 

Kristina Dela Rosa 
Chris Delacruz 

Randy Deringer 
Brandon Diamond 
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1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 
Alvin Diosa 
Joseph Doyle 
Joanne Dubois 
Sheila Ducay 
Alex Dudek 
Annaly Ecklund 

Jeffrey Edusada 
Reginald Elrod 
Mekia Eskridge 
Chester Felarca 
Mayeth Felicitas 
Kimberly Ferinden 

Marylove Francia 
Warren Frazier 
Pamela Garlick 
Alex Garms 
Jeremy Generoso 
J.P. Gould 

Jacob Greene 
Shane Greenwalt 
Alessia Gregory 
Nick Grosshuesch 
Marilou Gustafson 
Jessica Hadley 

Amber Hamrick 
Tracy Heard 
Jennifer Herman 
Casper Hileman 
Jason Hintz 
Marcus Holcomb 

Leslie Hollingsworth 
John Hopkins 
Jonathan Huggins 
Justin Humphrey 
Tiffany Jackson 
Tianna Jean-Louis 

Ma Roxanejorbina 
Joey Judkins 
Jennifer Klocker 
Roger Kutterer 
Steve Lanuzo 
Gerald Lapira 

Carl Laranang 
Christina Lask 
Katie Leinard 
Aaron Leonard 
Lorelie Licup 
Janice Ligaya 
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1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 
Alejandro Macabalitao 

Nina Magcaling 
Julie Mallari 

Emiko Marron 
Mariko Marron 

Cory May 

Brooks Miller 
Joey Minnick 
Scott Moore 

Greg Mortellaro 
Tono Munoz 
Sherry Myers 

Eden Newman 
Michelle Opitz 
Gwen Orchard 

John Osborn 
Harold Palmer 

Abe Panes 

Alex Parves 
Angela Pascnal 

April Peak 
Saleem Pettey 
Nathan Pfaff 

Bruce Piatt 

Jennifer Pontious 
Lawrence Probst 

Venice Pugay 
Alan Quijano 

Whitney Rafuson 
Emmanuel Reim 

Rose Reinshuttle 
Jacquilyn Retome 

Michael Rich 
John Richards 

Dereka Ross 
Lakeasha Ruffin 

Angela Sahr 
Genaida Saladino 

Haruka Sato 
David Scherer 

Wayne Schlessman 
Dennis Serrano 

Chris Sinclair 
Chris Sisco 

Alfred Sison 
Neil Smith 

Winston Smith 
Robert Spracklin 
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1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 1999 
Carmen Stanco 
Arlene Stauner 
Jennifer Stevens 
Albert Stimmell 
Ashleigh Stokes 
Julian Swann 

Michelle Tate 
Stellamar Tayde 
Brian Tholen 
Alysia Thomas 
Kelly Todd 
Christine Trinidad 

Shaun Trinidad 
Tammy Tupper 
Zak Tylski 
Carolle Vach 
David Valente 
Melissa Vanderploeg 

Rafael Vega 
Andy Webright 
Tiffany Wendel 
Jennifer White 
Sabrena White 
Elizabeth Windsor 

Crystal Wise 
Jared Yackee 
Charlotte Yambao 
James Yamilao 
Rodney Young 
Andrea Ysla 
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The Ideal Teacher From The Student's Viewpoint. 

The Best Teacher 
Students at Kinnick have an idea what the 

perfect teacher would be like. 
A teacher should be patient, understanding, 

and interesting. He or she should make learning 
fun and make class exciting (in other words, no 
lectures), but also be firm. The teacher should 
have a understanding of the subject they are 
teaching and their students. 

A teacher should love teaching. They should 
inspire their students to learn all they can and 
to be the best person they can be. 

Class should be fun. Teachers should be able 
to joke around with their class and be able to 
adjust to the atmosphere of the room. 

Mr. Ferinden one of the students favorite teachers and 
coaches. 

Mr. Starrine holds up a triple-beam balance to show the 
class. 

(Left) Mrs. Villanueva teaches her class how to program 
on the calculator. 

(Above) Ms. Donald watches over one of her students 
while she does hair. 

(Left) Mr. Thompson makes learning fun by showing his 
class an example. 
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Nile C. Kinnick High School's principal, Mr. Bruce Derr. 

Assistant Principal's Dr. Wayne Olson and Dr. Suzanne O Shea. 
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Nimfa Ochinang 
Reika Toda 

Etsuka Oyaizu 
Etsuko Arita 

'*• •Qr 
Kinnick Is Special. 

w A nr 
There are many things that make Kinnick High School special. Kinnick has neat kids 

and great teachers. "It is a cultural melting pot. There is a lack of violence and graffiti." 
The small enrollment gives students the opportunity to know their teachers, and in turn, 
teachers know their students on a personal level. 

Because of their intimate nature, a bond develops between faculty and students; more
over, as we're located in Japan Kinnick experiences a dual heritage as East and West 
merge into a nationally recognized school of excellence. 

Yokosuka's School Bazaar. 

It brings together both the school and the outside 
community. 

Pam Austin 
Mary Baker 
Charles Bitting 
Joseph Brant 

Jacqueline Bussey 
Donna Clark 
Larry Clark 
Tim Connors 

Terri Ekmark 
Henry Falk 
Carolyn Flowers 
Terri Green 
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The Ideal Teacher 
Being a teacher is hard work. Teachers need to be 

enthusiastic and creative in order to make class fun. 
They are patient and flexible so that they can adjust 
to their students view points. Teachers have "a genu
ine desire to satisfy the curiosity and needs of their 
students, a willingness to go that extra mile, and a real 
affection for young people." A teacher is "one who 
can maintain motivation towards teaching to the very 
best of their professional ability." The ideal teacher 
has "the will to learn." 

A teacher makes learning fun and interesting. 
Teachers give students the opportunity to become 
anything they want to become. Teachers have influ
enced many people's lives. 

The ideal teacher is compassionate, understanding, 
honest, fair, helpful, knowledgeable, and fun. He/she 
is a role model, a guide, and a friend. 

Robin Grosshuech 
Fred Jensen 

Dixie Johnson 
Neil Johnson 

PeggyJohnson 
Wallace Johnson 

Lauri Kenney 
K. Killingsworth 

Steve Kuttler 
John Leinard 
Mary Leinard 

A. Mueller 
Sam Ochinang 
Linda Pratt 
Bob Rydelius 

Richard Schmidt 
Robert Stovall 
Shelly Swanson 
Harue Tanaka 

John Tobin 
Chloe Yamamoto 
Ron Zediker 

Why did you become a teacher? Teaching can be 
so stressful and tiring: correcting papers, writing les
son plans, class discussions, and students' excuses. 
"It was a happy accident that came about through cu
riosity and motivation." 
"Salary and prestige." 
"I was weary of working in the oil fields" 
"Because I seemed destined to be a life-long student 
and to work with children." 
"Like all big decisions, it was made for me." 
"It was the only area in music in which I could have a 
steady income." 
"It's what I always wanted to do." 
"I like kids and wanted to make a difference." 
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(Upper left) Mr. Knudston observes his class. 

(Upper right) Mr. McCullough answers a question for 
a student. 

(Middle left) Ms. Baker shows a student how to use a 
scale to measure things. 

(Middle right) Mr. Stauffer, one of Kinnick's gym 
teachers. 

(Lower left) Mr. Zediker and Mr. Schmidt at the arena 
scheduling. 

(Lower right) Mrs. Mueller teaching her class using an 
overhead. 

(Upper left) Ms.Jorgenson clarifies music notes for some of her students. 

(Upper right) Mr. Mueller is Kinnick's new government and English 10 
teacher as well as the yearbook advisor. 

(Lower left) Mr. Akeley one of our algebra teachers. 

(Lower right) Mr. Janowski, Kinnick's favorite librarian, recently left us. 
We'll miss him! 



Go With The Pros 

Pedagogues Galore 
Kinnick High School, a school of excellence, owes much of its success to a very hard working faculty. New to NCK in 1993/94, Mr. Gil Muel

ler says, "The faculty here is the warmest and most welcoming to new teachers that I've ever seen." 
Mr. Ron Zediker notes that this faculty spends much time after school-more so than faculties from other schools where he's taught. 
Kinnick students think the teachers truly care about helping both in the classroom and through the throes of life outside school. The teachers 

are optimistic and entertaining. Senior Miki Fowler said, "I really appreciate how the teachers take a personal interest in each of their students." 
Two measures of this pedagogic concern are found in room 205 and 107. There Mr. Richard Schmidt, senior English and drama coach, was 

once named Japan's Teacher of the Year. This year Ms. Martha Haseley was Japan teacher of the year and runner-up to DoDDS teacher of the 
year. 

Administrators: Mr. Bruce Derr, Dr. Suzanne O'Shea, Dr. Wayne Olson; Faculty: Fredrick Akeley, Dave 
Annibal, Etsuko Arita, Barbra Ary. Pam Austin. Mary Baker, Chuck Bitting, Joseph Brant, Pricilla Brat-
land, Rtta Bullock, Jackie Bussey, Donna Clark, Larry Clark, Timothy Connors, Naomi Donald. Terry F.k-
mark, Paul Ettl, Henry Falk, Jim Ferinden. Rosemary Finn. Carolyn Flowers. Jim Gormley, Terri Greene, 
Robin Grosshuesch, Toby Hanson, Manha Haseley, Adam Janowski, Fred Jensen, Dixie Johnson, Niel 
Johnson, Peggy Johnson,^Wallace Johnson. Pat Jorgenson, Lauri Kenney, Kara Killingsworth, Conrad 

Knudtson, Steven Kuttler, Mary Leinard, Dave McCullough, Greg Mead, Gary Miller, Paula Miller, V 
lene Mueller, Gilbert Mueller, Samuel Ochinang, Linda Oka, Linda Faye Pratt, Loiss Ranney, Bob Ryk 
lius, Linda Sanborn, Richard Schmidt, Gary Starrine, John Stauffer, Robert Stovall, Shelly Swanson, Hn« 
Tanaka, Ray Thompson, Carmen Villanueva, John Tobin, Chloe Yamamoto, Ron Zediker; Office SoU 
Yumiko Yamada, Terry Jimenez, Mary Kelley, Carolyn Radovan, John Leinard; Supply Staff: *T°S-* 
Ohhashi, Etsuko Oyaizu; Library: Reiko Tada 

Mrs. Emiko Yoshikami Mueller graduated from 
Barnard College, the Ivy League sister school of 
Columbia University. She majored in English and 
received her masters degree from U.C. Berkeley. 

Mrs. Mueller's parents are Buddhist ministers of 
the Shinsect. Currently, her father is 
priest-in-residence at the Valley of the Temple in 
Hawaii. 

She taught AP English for five years in Seoul 
where her students had a 100 percent passing rate. 

'It was a challenge," Mrs. Mueller said. 'It was 
a wonderfu l experience and the kids were 
extremely motivated and worked hard. They 
achieved what they wanted to do." 

Mr. Bob Rydelius is one of Kinnick's most 
tenured and most popular teachers. Unfailingly 
friendly and cooperative, he is willing to share his 
ideas and thoughts as well as his time without any 
thought of recompense. 

Mr. Paul Ettl, from Grand Forks, N orth Dakota, 
teaches 11th grade US History and AP History. He 
came to Kinnick because he wanted to be overseas 
and see Asia, and he has become interested in Japan. 

As most of his students know, he is an afficiando 
of Reggae and he is boy's Junior Varsity basketball 
coach. 

Prior to coming to Kinnick, Mr. Ettl taught for six 
years in Minnesota and Kansas. Later, he joined the 
P e a c e  C o r p s  a n d  w o r k e d  o n  t h e  i s l a n d  o f  S t .  K i t t s  o f f  
the coast of South America. 

"Most people in the Peace Corps are altruistic and 
give to other people. That's why I joined," he said. 

Mr. Ettl enjoys both water and snow skiing and he 
has gone skydiving. "It was scary but exhilarating," he 
said. 

Junior Miki Farris notes, "Mr. Ettl is shy and 
down-to-earth but he doesn't tolerate selfishness. He 
is one who the students can relate to because of his 
wonderful oersonalitv." 

Hmm 



Jr. Candids 1993-1994 
Where Are You? 

How's Your Jr. Life? 

Jr. Candids 

Many juniors are involved in sports, school, and other activities. This is quite a hectic 
schedule for a lot of kids, but many manage. (Clockwise) While Tyler Schubert sits in a 
daze, Nathan Orchard dozes for a quick nap. Like many other juniors Jennifer Duncan has 
a license and drives. Fara Ferinden and Abby Eversoll kick around the soccer ball before a 
game. One thing many juniors have in common is Mr. Starrine, the chemistry and physics 
teacher. We have all bonded trying to get through his class. With the school growing in 
population our hallways (especially the first floor) gets more and more crowded every year. 

C-Ya Next Year!!!! 

This year the Junior Class has been involved in all sorts of different activities. 
(Clockwise) Shannon Gallant, Jonathan Lepien, Mike Hannah and Andy Collis 
discuss English. Crystal Brown and Natalie Nieves cheese for the camera in chemis
try. The Junior Class president, Kristin Meyer, reads the minutes at the Junior Class 
meeting. Vicki Pagan and Jessica Stewart give each other a hi-Five before hitting 
the runway. 
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10 Tales 

The Sophomore Class 

Florence Abreu-Something old, something 
new, something borrowed, something 

Lexter Manlongat-A man, a plan, a burger!! blue!! 

A student's life is never bor
ing!!! 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • A * * *  

Is Paris burning? Shawn Paris' eyes spy Ce
sar Olson!! 

Heather Mangus-Is it true that blondes 
have more fun?? 
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Freshmen Candids 

Do you know sumo.-' Only wrestlers in the top two divisions — juryo and makuu-
chi receive salaries. Called sekitori— top-ranking wresters — they are the ones al
lowed to wear their hair long and oiled. The hair is combed into a replica of a 
ginkgo leaf. 

Do you know sumo? Wagering is a large part of the excitement of attending a 
sumo match. Odds are tabulated on the basis of the sumotori's rank and previous 
record against his opponent. In the case of an upset, the crowd hurls cushions into 
the ring. The winning sumotori receives a percentage of the money wagered on him 
to win. 

The roof over the sumo ring is suspended by four silk tassels called 
Fussa. Each is a different color and each represents a season. Green is for 
spring, red for summer, white for autumn and black for winter. 

"Hmmmm ..." Sakura Farris thinks to 
herself. 

Can you run that by us again?" Harold Calpo, Sherwin Moore, Thomas Boyer, and Mark 
Flores. 

We love this class. Whoo-pee-dooo! Thomas Graslie, Jason Hamrick, Audrey Shar, and 
Rachel Pangilinan. 

Teresa Arigo, Joan Gramata, Keiosha Charles, and Janice Arboleda smile their biggest for the cameras. 

"Dear Santa ..." Ashley Pezzello writes. 

Y e 
"I think I'm in love!" drools Ammon Mat 
suda. 

"1, 2, 3 ... Genie, appear!" Cindy West and Tammy Fowler. "When is lunch?" wonders Hannibal Dew. 
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Jr. High 
7th & 8th Grade Candids 

For the seventh and eighth 
graders, school isn't all just 
work. Flirting, goofing-off, and 
smiling for the camera also take 
up some of their time. 

Terrence Husband shows his natural ability 
to pucker up and breathe like a goldfish. 

Mr. Gormley, the Junior High counselor, 
takes time out of his busy schedule to say 
"cheese". Mr. Gormley is a very hard 
worker and dedicates many hours to his 
work. Mr. Gormley should be commended 
for all that he does for the Junior High stu
dents at Kinnick High School. 

J.R. Balatero grasps the table anxiously! 
What horror awaits???? 
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Crystal Wise is taking a break from her 
hard work. 

Andrea Aprilliano refers back to her map 
saying "where is that state again?" 

David Scherer listens carefully as his 
teacher gives special instructions. 

Grace Balancio smiles at Gary Narciso 
even though his joke wasn't funny. 

Iramecca Jones, with her dazzling smile, has no problem looking at the camera. 
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THE RED DEVILS were often 
blue in 93/94. Still, despite dreary 
defeats, the teams did compete. Far 
right Cesar Olson is d own but not 
out, and next to him Lisa D iddlm-
eyer is down but safe. Below De
spite the many losses, Kevin 
Dickey tosses with a deft touch. 
Lower right NCK on the way to 
defeating Yokota in OT. 

Gambare! Cesar Olson's sumotori, like 
Kinnick's Red Devils, battle against heavy 
odds. 

Getting a kick out of life — even if you 
miss. Kevin Dickey and Alisa Duncan are 
two of Kinnick's Finest. 
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V I S I T O R  

NCK: THE SPORTING LIFE 

Win or lose, the "Good" kept cheering. 



Football: 
A Ghost Of 

A Chance 

The Red Devils rode with Custer, but they 
rode proudly and lived up to this year's motto, 
"Gambare" by never giving up in a winless 
campaign. Opening the season against the 
champion of all Japan, the was an 
omen of a future that was long on spirit, but 
berefit of victories. Coach John Leinard said of 
the season, "Sure, 1 would have liked to have 
won some games, but you can't feel too bad 
about a team that never quit and never alibied 
in defeat." 
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Close Call 
High eyes in the skies 

All-Kanto Plain QB Kevin Dickey looks askance the night the team called it a 
day, while a team of coaches and ex-coaches including Jim Ferinden and Principal 
Bruce Derr call the action. 

Randy Caras, Russel Ecklund and McCoy Retome 
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Hold that Leinard! Coach John Leinard quickly learns to 
pace the sidelines like a seasoned coach in his first year as 
Kinnick skipper 

Action smacks 'em across the Pacific! Red Devils tackle American and Japanese foes all across the Kanto Plain. Kinnick'i 
Kevn Dickey ready to pitch to Joe Percy as team moves the ball up the field against YCT of Yokohama 

Mercy, Percy! Junior Joe Percy carries the ball against a wall 
of Yokota Panthers. 

The Red Devils of 94 knocked at victory's door, but never quite managed to go through it. Row 5: Coaches Johnson, Rio, Leinard, Morris; Row 4 Munsell, Managers; Fowler, Jorgen-
son, Jorgenson, Orchard, Smith, West, Pagan; Dickey; Row 3: W illis, Bourke, Custodio, Bertelson, Koahu, Panglinan, Horton, Stauffer; Row 2: L anham, Eppley, Aikins, Dew, Shong, 
Guy, Schaefer; Row 2: Derr, Cain, Knapp, Reyes, Caras, Retome, Ecklund; 

Senior Mark Lanham unbowed in the face of adversity stands tall against ASIJ. Kinnick s 21-21 tie against the Mustangs 
was the highlight of the season. 

Rugged Guy! Senior linebacker Shawn Guy belts down a 
drink between bouts of betlint opponents 10 

Kinnick 0-Hosei 54 

Kinnick 6-Misawa 8 (at Misawa) 

Kinnick 16-Yokota 29 (at Yokota) 

SEASON RECORD 

Kinnick 21-ASIJ 21 Kinnick 17-Zama 23 (at Zama) 

Kinnick 24-YCT 30 Kinnick 0-Yokota 20 

Kinnick 20-Zama 33 Kinnick 20-A1I Stars 

Kinnick 7-ASIJ 18 (at ASIJ) 
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The Greening Of The Red Devils 

No one remembers the scores until later when they are more mature. The purpose of the Junior Varsity 
squad is to prepare inexperienced fledglings for future athletic contests. This year's team benefited from the ex
perienced coaching of Mr. Robert Stoval and Mr. Joseph Brant. Success is not measured in victories, but in 
progress. Paving the way for the J.V. Devils were Jonah Saringo, Komei Oka, Isagani Maawac, and Dale Rieck. 

(Below) Coach Brant makes a mid-game adjustment to his brilliant game plan. 

(Below right) Jeb Lienerd lies listlessly after a laying it all out to make the catch at Yokota. 

The J.V. Football Team: Back row: Coach Brant, Teske, Oka, Smith, Partis, Saringo, Payne, Platon, Maples, Miller, and Coach Stovall; Sec
ond row: Simpson, Moore, Garrison, Gooden, White, Lett, Salvador, Lienard, and Reick; First row: Boada, Gamboa, Ferguson, Elrod, 
Maawac, Delrosa, Kenney, Stigdon, Hawkins, and Murdoch. 
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The leader of the Red Devil offensive attack, Quarterback Jonah Saringo looks to pitch the 
ball and move the team down the Field against Zama. 

Coach Stovall gives Sophomore Antwone Elrod advice during a break in the action against 
Yokota. 

Sophomore Rodney Teske stretches to prepare for the momentous clash with A.S.I.J. 
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Tiffany Davis 

Cherlene Generoso 

JPSV'W,^ 

Christina Good 
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Hillary Lee 

Katherine Nashiro 

Rea Quijano 
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Varsity Cheerleading Fall '93 

Amy Yamada, Tiffany Davis, Christina Good, Cherlcnt 
Christina Goods' Devil tatoo. Go Devils! Generoso, Rea Quijano. Katherine Nashiro, Hillary L« 

made up the fall Varsity Cheerleading squad. 

The Varsity Squad cheesin' after a court yard pep rally. 

During the Homecoming 
parade the JV squad and 
the Varsity squad came to
gether to march and show 
their spirit for the Red 
Devils football team. Al
though the Devils didnt 
win, the cheerleaders weft 
never down on spirit. 

Amy Yamada 

Tiffany Davis and Cherlene Generoso try out 
their moves before a game. 

Do you consider cheerleading a sport? A lot of people think that the only thing you need to 
make the Kinnick Cheerleading squad is a smile and a lot of pep, but to the cheerleaders it 
takes a lot more than that. It takes a lot of hard work, dedication, and perseverance. Whether or 
not you agree with cheerleading being a sport comparable to football, you must give the squad 
a hand for all the hard work they've put in to supporting the football team this year. 



Junior, Ian DelRosario, slams a return shot against the op
posing team, scoring a point for his double's teams, at 
Yokota, Against Yokota, about 4:00 p.m. 

Hop to it! Junior, Michelle Merritt, awkwardly returns the 
ball as sophomore, Erin Irelan, takes a quick curious glance. 

"Senior Heather Tomita charges the net against Seisen." 

Senior, Andrew DelRosario, slices the ball in an attempt to 

save the game. 

The K.H.S. Tennis Team 
Senior, Heather Tomita, about to serve a wonderful shot 
that gives her team an ace at K.H.S., against Seisen around 
8:30 a.m. on Oct. 2, 1993. 

The Team 

The coach for the tennis team is Mr. 
Ochianang. The managers are Winnie 
Cabilan and Rowena Magsipoc. 

The girls' varsity team consists of Jen
nifer Nashiro, number one singles; Diane 
leban, number two singles; Calorina Ab
bott (Tiger), number three singles. Erin 
Irelan and Michelle Merritt, number one 
doubles; and Jessica Wilson (Buffy) and 
Heather Tomita, number two Doubles. 

The boys varsity team consists of An
drew DelRosario, number one singles; 
Pat Maroney, number two singles; Ryan 
Maroney, number three singles. Ian Del
Rosario and John Almazon, number one 
doubles; and Arthur Lewis and Field 
Rodgers, number two doubles. 

Pictured on Junior Varsity: Shawn 
Flores, Mariah Garcia, Crystal Brown, 
and Natalie Nieves. Not Pictured: Ro
wena Magsipoc and Third singles, Caro
lina Abbott. 

Tennis is a sport anyone can play. With a lot 
of practice and hard work you can become a 
great tennis champ. 

Internationally, Champions begin at the age 
of six and play well past 60. 

About one third of the people in the world 
play tennis. The basic thing to know is how to 
hit the ball over the net. 

The Kinnick High Tennis Team has prac
ticed three days a week for two months and has 
had a swinging time competing against their 
Kanto Plain rivals. 

700 years ago in 1873, at Mantclwyd, Wales, 
a man by the name of Maj. Walter introduced 
the game of tennis at a garden party for his 
guests. The name he introduced the game as, 
was "The Game Of Kings Court Tennis." 
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Over The 
And Through The Hayashi 

Running up hill in the heat and humidity with rubbery legs. Sweat cascading down your fore
head, stinging your eyes. A forced death march? No the Kinnick Cross Country team. Twenty -
seven students who run after school and on the weekends, and do so largely in anonymity for our 
fine institution. Which is where many think this group belong. When asked about cross-country, 
many students answer, "I only run when if I'm being chased." But the dedicated athletes of the 
cross-country team enjoy their daily trot around Yokosuka Navy Base. On Saturdays the squad 
traveled to Tama Hills to compete against other crews. The Varsity Boys finished 6th overall and 
the Varsity Girls finished 7th. Jason Verostek was named a Varsity All-Star, and Kirsten Selness 
was named a Middle School All-Star. 

Masako Long, Edna Willis, Sadie Ushry, and Jennifer Duncan prepare to start against Yokota at Tama Hills. 

The Cross-Country team: First row: Mikiko Long, Christina Lask, Kristen Selness, Crystal Wise, Remy Ansiello, Mark 
Hopkins, and Edna Willis; Second row: Aki Fullerton, Jennifer Duncan, Tracey Reynolds, Sadie Ushry, Masako Long, 
Abby Eversoll, Katie Martin, Carrie Traverso, Tricia Couture, Jessica Kelley, and Micheal Lask; Third row: Coach Vern 
Lask, Eli Sanchez, Matt Scott, Matt Traverso, Jason Verostek, Renato Estacio, and Coach Ed Thompson; Not pictured: 
Alex Wazlak, Ayesha Carter, and Erika Webright. 

Eli Sanchez, Matt Traverso, Matt Scott, Michael Lask, Ja
son Verostek, and Renato Estacio start against Yokota. 

Abby Eversoll rests before the meet against Yokota. 

Abby Eversoll, Jennifer Duncan, Aki Fullerton, and Tracey 
Reynolds await the start before finals, they would go on to 
finish 7th overall. 
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Girls Volleyball Team 

The varsity volleyball team had their ups and downs this season. Christina Oka (captain) and Shannon Thomson (co-captain) showed their 
leadership as they drove Kinnick to the top. During the season our volleyball team was very intimidating to the other schools in the Pacific. 
This year's team was all about experience, or a lack of. There were but two returning starters from last year's team, with five players making the 
jump from J.V. to varsity, and one transfer. Kinnick's finest finished the year with a ninth-place tournament finish. Senior Christina Oka 
summed it up by saying "We had good games, bad games, and a trip to Okinawa." 

Aine Akely leads the team in warm-ups be
fore a crucial match with Seisen. 

KPASSP Best Server 

Christina Oka was the best server this season, serving a phenomenal 
98% for the entire season. Without her dependable serving the 
team would have definitely suffered. 

Most Improved 

Charlie Sutton was awarded "Most Improved" this season. She 
started ten games this season and was an important factor coming 
off of the bench. 

1 1 2  

Lady Devils In Action. 

BEST HITTER: Jayme Pontious had the approach, the arm, 
and the power. She put three and three together and put the 
ball in the other teams face. 

FIRST ROW: Aika Ooka, Virginia Stuebing, Jayme Pontious, Florence Abreu, Fara Ferinden, Fatima Galano 
SECOND ROW: Makiko Yamishiro, Aine Akeley, Charlie Sutton, Laura Akeley THIRD ROW: Christina Oka, 
Shannon Thompson, Lauren Harper FOURTH ROW: Jim Ferinden (Coach), Joe Guido (Co-coach) 



Bump, Set, Spike, Go JVH! 

Stephanie Watson was the best defensive 
player on the team. She has great sets and 
plays the game with grace. 

Best Server 

Janice Arevalo was the best server for this 
season. She serves almost 100% during the 
JV tournament. 

The JV volleyball team had a great season. Although they were inconsistent they won 4th place 
at the JV Volleyball Tournament. They won to the best teams, but lost to the worst teams in the 
Kanto Plains. There was two returnees from last year. They were Carmela Aguda and Joyce 
Arevalo. They both showed great leadership as captain and co-captain. 

Best Defense Player 

First Row: Carmela Aguda, Sherryann Griscott, Second 
Row: Michelle Ross, Stephanie Watson, Janice Arevalo 

Brandi Henry, Third Row: Joyce Arevalo, Barbara Fukim-
itsu, Phnewfula Fredriksen 

Brandi Henry was the most improved player of the season 
She Finally put her height to use and blocked many volley 
balls. 

Joyce Arevalo won the Most Valuable Player award this 
season. She was the team captain and showed good team 
leadership during the games. 

Fara, Fatima, Phnewfula, and Florence are 
friends on and off the volleyball courts. 

Sherryann, Janice, Joyce, Brandi, and 
Michelle go to the net to shake their oppo
nents hands. 

Friends on and off the court. 

Phnewfula Fredriksen uses her height and skills to block 
the volleyball. Carmela Aguda goes up as she is ready to dink the ball. 

Team Effort 
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Some of the Seahawks/Devils dive at the coaches GO, into 
A mysterious aquatic creature rises out of the water at the a sprint freestyle to the far end of the pool and back 
Seaside pool in order to take a deep breath after vigorously completing one of the many laps during the swim team 
breast stroking the length of the pool. practice. 

Flying" down the pool, Malsun Zukowski shows off her 
beautiful Butterfly stroke. Malsun is the best at Butterfly 
on the team. She has won many place ribbons for this 
stroke. 

Swimteam 
he Yokosuka/Kinnick swim team besides practicing all year round, also practices 

Tover the summer to maintain a high endurance level. With many of the students 
working hard this year the swim team has a good chance of placing in the Kanto 
Plain Championships. 

I l l  
The Yokosuka Seahawks swim team, while sponsored 

by the base, is anchored by Kinnick High School stu
dents along with some Elementary School kids. The 
High School students who participate on the swimteam 
are eligible to letter, as a school sport. 

Swim meets take place in various areas, ranging from 
here in Yokosuka to Tokyo, and for the International Fi
nals, Hong Kong. The American Swim Council of Japan 
or ASCJ is the name of the swim league. 

Swimming is a tough sport, and unlike most sports it 
goes all year round. Being a full year sport means that 
swimming is very time consuming and it takes full dedi
cation from all of the team s members. 

With a mighty thrust into the pool, Sherry Myers does a 
back start, ready to sprint the length of the pool back
stroke. Backstroke takes a lot of concentration in order to 
get the perfect stroke of the arms and legs in time with 
each other. 

Jr. High and High School swim team members, top: Matt 
Burnore, Kristen Butt, Coach Ed Frost, middle: Sherry My
ers, Mari Marron, Malsun Zukowski, Tiffany Waldron, 
bottom; Lindsey Todd, Laurin Knolhoff, and Erin Smith. 
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Hoop Scoop 
Red Devils Basketball 

The season started as every new season does, with hope. The team put 
together early season victories at Misawa and successful showing at the 
St. Mary's tournament. Spirits were high and doubts were low, "I think 
we can win Far East," said junior Eli Sanchez at the beginning of the sea
son. But things started to unravel for the green team. The season's piv
otal point was in the January 7th meeting with Zama at Atsugi. After 
Zama broke open a nail-bitter, tempers flared and fists flew in a game-
ending melee. Senior Chris Toomey was released from the team, disrupt
ing the already tumultuous season. The team tried its best to overcome 
the controversy that followed, but the floodgates were open and there 
was not a life preserver to be found. All was not lost as the team did 
manage to capture an over-time victory against Yokota, but it turned 
out to be only a flicker of hope which was quickly extinguished. The 
Devils managed to prevail in their final two contests in the consolation 
bracket of the Far East Tournament. As the team looks to next year it 
shall happy to notice that there was not a single senior on the Far East 
roster. As with the end of every season, there is always the thought of the 
next season when there is renewed hope. 

Theresa Angeles, Janice Mallari, James Stauffer, Mike Hannah, Tim Swen, Jeff Akins, Paul 
Watson, Joe Percy, Leah Narciso, Erika Webright; Michael Fields Rodgers, Chris Toomey, 
Tyler Schubert, Eli Sanchez, Steve Shong, Dennis Bernal. 

Freshman LeShawn Williams drives through Yokota defenders to add another two points 
to his total. 

Jeff Akins, Tyler Schubert, and Eli Sanchez listen to Coach Mead as he makes adjustments 
to the game plan during a t ime-out. 

Junior James Stauffer drives to the basket in the Devils home opener against CAJ. 

Senior Chris Munsell puts the ball in an over-time win against Yokota. 

Steve Shong, junior, lays the ball up in pre-game warm-ups at Thew Gym. 
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JV Boys Basketball 

Stats 

!  K H S  O P P O N E N T S  
|  5 7  A W A Y  Z A M A  6 0  

8 2  A W A Y  Y O K O T A  4 1  i  
6 7  H O M E  C A J  4 5  
6 3  H O M E  S T .  M A R Y ' S  5 0  

I  5 2  A W A Y  A 3 I J  5 !  
!  4 1  H O M E  Z A M A  4 4  

5 5  H O M E  Y O K O T A  5 6  
6 3  A W A Y  C A J  5 8  
4 3  A W A Y  S T . - M A R Y ' S  4 1  :  
4 9  H O M E  A S I J  5 0  i  

The JV team consisted of Juniors: Paul Watson, 
Fields Rogers, and Mike Hannah; Sophomores: 
Art Tibayan, Antwone Elrod, and Mandre Dorsey; 
and of Freshmen: Leo Funchess, Wil DelaCruz, Jeb 
Lienard, Joji Plato, Jay Legaspi, and Matt Hawk
ins. It was lead by the determination of Coach Ettl. 

The 93-94 JV team had carried out a very suc
cessful season with 6 wins and 4 losses going into 
the tournament. The most successful player that 
carried out the team with the highest scores in al
most all the games was Mike Hannah totaling 98 
points the whole season. Way to go Mike!!! The 
JV team couldn't have done it without the help of 
our spirited cheerleaders and the home crowd. 

Is it a bird, is it a plane, or is it a hoop?! Kinnick's supermen, Levant Kenny, Wil 
DelaCruz, and Mandre Dorsey wait anxiously for the arrival of the unseen ball. But 
for Wil DelaCruz, he looks like he has to go to the little boy's room. 

KW S HK L 35 ">* : . . 1 v ;• 

Coach Ettl and the team are so captured by 
the game's excitement that they just can't 
express their feelings. 

$ 1 

s s  e s On your mark, get set, HUT!!! As Fit 
Rogers and a C AJ player wait for the h 
to go in the hoop. 
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Left to Right: Coach Johnson, Arturo Macabalito, Cassey Columa, Donlee Malong, JR Raga, 
Chris Cisco, Charles Young, Karen Malgapo, Malvin De Guzman, John Higgins, Dale Farrales, 
Saleem Petty, Rodney Young, Grace Balancio, Louie Del Rosario, Michael Agby, Jeff Edusada, 
Anthony Tibayan, and Alan Quijano. 

The Junior High team consisted of teams A and 
B. Both teams had a good season with team A 
having a 4-2 record going into theit last jamboree 
of the year. Unfortunately the Junior High team 
didn't have a tournament this year. The team was 
lead by the captain of the team Cassey Columa and 
coached by Mr. Johnson. Not only did the boys 
learn how to work with each other and cooperate, 
but they also learned to unite as one team. 

Stats 

Jamboree 
' KHS ASIJ 

KHS CAJ | 
KHS NIS 

KHS Zama j 

KHS St. Mary's 

KHS Yokota 

Jamboree 

Jr. High Basketball 
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Where's The 
Sequins: ? 

There are no really cool day-glow costumes, TV interviews, or chore
ography, just real wrestling. Nor are there 400-pound giants in jock 
wraps. It's not the WWF or sumo, instead it's Kinnick High School. 
When hordes of people packed the Kinnick Gym to witness one of Kin-
nick's best seasons ever, no one knew who would win the match, but 
each of us had a pretty good notion that our grapplers would win and 
pin. What our wrestlers lacked in really nifty, colorful costumes, they 
atoned for with practice, determination, and skill leading to a victory. 
Mat masters for the 1993-94 Kinnick wrestlers were Chad Davies, Mike 
Lask, Mike Gamboa, and Isagoni Maawac along with others helping out. 

Jed Reyes, Nelson Willis, Chad Davies, Tyrone Bailey, Matt Burnore, and Nathan Burnore; 
Willy Stigdon, Mike Lask, Mike Gamboa, Dante Boada, Isagani Mawaac, and Jason 
Verostik. 

Junior Ceasar Olson locks up with an adversary from Yokota. Olson went on to pin his foe. 

Nelson "I've got him just where I w ant him" Willis struggles against an opponent from St. 
Mary's in the 180 pound weight class. 
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Senior Chris Derr prepares to slam his 
Yokota opponent at Kinnick Gym. 

Dante Boada pins his competitor with a 
head and arm move in the Kinnick Tour
nament. 
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Coach Lauri Kenney, Shannon Thomson, Charlie Sutton, Christina Oka, Arthur Lewis (M); Abby Eversoll, Masako Long, 
Christina Clybourn (M), Jennifer Duncan, Cara Smith, Emily Parker, Vicki Buchanan, Delhia Allen, Fara Ferinden, 
Michiko Marshall, Winnie Cabilan, Crystal Brown, Heater Tomita, Sadie Ushry, (Not pictured: Edna Willis, Coach Cly
bourn, Kristin Meyer, Carrie Traverso) 

(Above) Senior Heather Tomita just kicking around before the 

game against Seisen. 
(Left) Senior Abby Eversoll and Fara Ferinden warming up be

fore a game. 125 

(Far left) Senior forward Edna Willis closes in on Seisen de
fender in pursuit of the ball. 
(Below) Is it a bird? A plane? More improbable a goal! Coach 
Lauri Kenney looks on as her team soldiers through another 
game. 
(Left) The Brown of renown! Crystal Brown shares secret to 
survive super snacks! 

(Above) Michiko Marshall hauls all to keep 
the ball from frustrated Phoenix defender. 
(Far above) Super Soph Sadie Ushry flies in 
for a swift kick! 
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(Above right) Not-too-shabby Abby having 
a ball. Abby Eversoll in action. 
(Right) Doing it single-handedly. Senior 
Christina Oka and mom her cheer on Red 
Devils. Although injured in action, Christina 
supported the team from the sidelines. 

Girl's Soccer: Sweet In Cleats And A Few 
Defeats 

The girl's varsity soccer 
team toughed the rough 
weather and tried its best 
through frozen Fields, mud, 
blood and tears. The Lady 
Red Devils were a green 
crew with few experienced 
players. New to 
soccer by the • 
s e a s o n ' s  e nd  ?  
t h e  pi c t u r e s  
s h o w  t h e y  
learned sport's 
most enduring 
v a l u e :  N e ve r  
quit — scores 
a r e  f o r g o t te n  
but effort lin
gers long after 
the last whistle. 



Kickin' Grass 
Boys Soccer Bounces Back! 

As the basketball team sweats in the comforts of the gym, the soccer 
team braves the harsh elements. Although the team doesn t enjoy the 
cold, they have gotten used to it and the occasional frost-bitten digit. 
Each day you could pass by Berkely Field and see the soccer players 
huddled together in sweats and gloves trying to stay warm. 

This season included new talent and newfound respect. With new
comers from the states, grizzled veterans, and even first-year players, the 
varsity team found respect and victories. 

Senior fullback Daniel Stauffer said, "Trust me, I'll never forget this 

Forward Kevin Dickey dribbles the ball down field in a 1-0 de
feat of St. Maur's. 
Jody Mayo takes a goal kick in the first game against Y.I.S. 
Senior Daniel Stauffer steals the ball from a St. Maur's forward 
and then clears it to start an offensive attack. 

Junior Ryo Horton tries to get the ball past the St. Maur's goalie, Ryo had the team's first 
goal of the season. 

Ramon Magsipoc, Cary Dugenske, Daniel Stauffer, Mike Lyons, Trent Rosecrans, Jody 
Mayo, Jim Stokes, Dale Rieck, Coach Ferris, Wayne Bailey, Miki Ferris, Ryo Horton, Kevin 
Dickey, Dexter Retome, and Ted Eversoll. 

Senior mid-fielder Mike Lyons fights for 
the ball against a St. Maur's defender as 
Junior Matt Traverso awaits Mike's pass. 
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David Epply, Eugene Payne, Jared Kellison, Jeff Bourke, 
Jeff Dubois, Lou Watson, Yance Freeman, Jeff Dickey, 
Komei Oka, and Adam Chastain. 

Jeff Dubois steals the ball from a Dragon defender in the 
Red Devils' opener against Y.I.S. 

Sophomore Adam Chastain dribbles the ball up-Field in the 
November 27 loss to Y.I.S. 
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The Junior Varsity girls soccer team has 
managed to keep up the reputation of being 
undefeated throughout the season. The team, 
starting out new to soccer, has built up their 
skills together as a team and showed their stuff. 
By practicing in scrimmages against the Varsity 
team, junior varsity girls have really strength
ened their ball-handling and communication 
skills. 

The team coached by Ms. Kenney and Mr. 
Clyburn, has only gotten better since the start 
of the season. The team's success is due to an 
outstanding defense, lead mostly by goalie 
Michelle Ross, and an aggressive offense. 

Next year, the returning girls will start off 
with a strong base for a great team. 

The highlight of the guy's JV soccer team's 
season was beating the girl's JV team. 

(Above) Sophomore Lisa Diddlemeyet heads the ball while 
warming up for the game against Seisen. 

(Left) Junior Shenay Truesdale shows her power kick to 
scare off the Phoenix opponents before the game. 

Gaggle of Guys, Girls, and Goals 

JV Soccer 

The JV team: Coach Clyburn, Irene Burgos, Christine 
Banko, Misty Wines, Babara Fukumatsu, Melden Francia, 
Shenay Truesdale, Cindy West, Carrie Traverso, Coach 
Duri Kenney, Theresa Arigo, Mikiko Yamashiro, Dierdre 
Ryan, Brigid Ryan, Kathy Teske, Riza Boring, Joan Gra-
mata, Mikiko Long, Michelle Ross, Lisa Diddlemeyer, Na
talie Nieves, Aika Ooka, Not pictured: Kristin Meyer, Elisa 
Matsuda, Gina Willis, Vicki Buchanan. 
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Clones Of Solons 
Student Council Leads The Way! 

This year the Student Council planned and executed various events for 
the student body. Members met during lunch and after school to plan 
every detail in order to make it a success. Not only did the Student 
Council meet during the school year, they met during the summer to or
ganize the beginning of the year assembly. The assembly agenda in
cluded a welcome back speech from Mr. Derr and the Student Council 
President, Christina Oka, and slide show to depict the students and at
mosphere at Kinnick. 

Student Council had many committees in order to plan one of the 
biggest events of the year and by October 8th, the Homecoming activi
ties were in full swing. Officers were in charge of all events. Student 
Council members pulled off a Homecoming that was full of spirit and 
fun. 

Student Council is a member of the Kanto Plains Student Council As
sociation and this year the representatives were Christina Oka and Kathy 
Clark. 

Although Student Council is responsible for organizing all the various 
events, the Student Council is a student government. They are the orga
nization that listens to students needs and concerns. Student Council 
represents the student body at SAC meetings where controversial topics 
are often on the agenda. Student Council works toward making Kinnick 
a school with spirit and pride and will continue to do so in the future. 

The Homecoming procession passes by the school with Homecoming Queen and Student Council president Christina Oka. The Homecoming Parade was organized by a committee 
from the Student Council spearheaded by V.P. Charlie Sutton. 
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The Student Council meets Monday, Tues
day, and Thursday every week at lunch. 
Here Roena Romero listens with unbridled 
enthusiasm. 

Charlene Generoso states her case to the 
council during a Tuesday lunch meeting. 

Senior Class Representative Roena Romero, 
Heather Tomita and Alisa Duncan dress up 
for Pajama Day. Student Council plans the 
theme for each day during Spirit Week. 

President Christina Oka smiles during the 
Open House reception, yet another Student 
Council endeavor. 

Vice President Kathy Clark, and Class Rep
resentatives Natalie Nieves, Leslie Apostol, 
and Amanda Barbian play "Taboo" to en-
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Kathy Clark gives a committee report. 
Kathy was in charge of the Bonfire Com
mittee for Homecoming. 

Ammon Matsuda poses for Criss Cross day, 
where students were to wear their clothes 
backwards. 

Public Relations Officers Laura Akeley tries 
to avoid the camera at the Student Council 
retreat. 

Christina Oka finds time to load up her 
plate during the retreat at the O'Club. 

Student Council Sponsor Paula Miller di
rects group activities during the infamous 
Student Council retreat. 

The Student Council: David Valente, Charlie Sutton, Shannon Thomson, John Long, Barbra Humphry, Meldon Francia, Leslie Apostol 
and Yolanda McGirt; Christina Oka, Tinnesha Mullins, Kristen Butt, Erin Irelan, Kathy Clark, Amanda Barbian, and Amber Mangus; Jen
nifer Saringo, Leah Narciso, Rayna Matsuno, Laura Akeley, Roena Romero, and Natalie Nieves. 
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NHS Integrity, Brains & 1000 Cranes 

IT 
A A ope flew on wings and 

prayers at Kinnick High School 
when students and teachers fol
ded 1000 origami cranes as a 
gesture of good will to send to 
a former 
s t u d e n t  

w h o  i s  

seriously 
ill. 

U n d e r  

the direc
t i o n  o f  
J e n n i f e r  
Duncan and Elisa Matsuda, 
Kinnick's Honor Society and 
National Junior Honor Society 
sponsored the project to assure 
Shari Deakins, a member of the 
Class of '97, that even though 
she's hospitalized in the States, 
she's still very much a part of 
the school. 

NHS and NJHS members 
visited homeroom in November 

w o n d e r f u l  
way for all of Kinnick to 
participate in a 'gift of giving' 
to a student we consider one of 
us." 

"Jennifer Duncan is to be 
commended for initiating, coor
dinating and working long 
hours on this huge task." 
The cranes are sent at the 

right, below, the NHS rarely 
fell down on the job. 

and taught classes the complica
ted technique that transforms 
colorful paper squares into 
graceful birds. In Japan the 
crane or tsuru is a sign of good 
fortune. 

s p o n s o r  

Ms. Arlene 
M u e l l e r  

said, "The 
entire pro
j e c t  h a s  
b e e n  a  
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Set honor in one eye 
and death in the other 
And I will look upon 
both indifferently, 
For let the gods so 
speed me as I lo ve 
The name of honor 
m o r e  t h a n  I  f e a r  
death. 
Brutus, Caesar, Act I. 
s.2 

Christina Oka 
Elisa Matsuda 
Jennifer Duncan 
Ronnylyn Llaniguez 

Fund raiser, fun raiser! Honor Society Bake sale features Alisa Duncan, Jenny Rieck and 
Roselyn Ignacio offering sweets from the sweet. 

Travels with Charlie. Senior Charlie Sutton plots our future in honorable way. 

Tami Fowler, Jenny Rieck, Erin Smith, Misty Wines, Theresa Arigo, Dexter Holiday, Jeremy Llaninguez, Laura Akeley, Leah Narcisco, 
Meldon Francia, Amanda Barbian, Dierdre Iwane, Rayna Matsuno, Micah Allred, Ammon Matsuda 
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(Far left) First period begin
ning band directed by both 
Mrs. Leinard and Ms. Jorgen-
son. (Left) Third period inter
mediate band directed by Mrs. 
Leinard. (Below left) Second 
period intermediate band di
rected by Ms. Jorgenson. (Be
low) Seventh Period advanced 
band. 

Notable Red Devils 

"Besides wearing bell bottoms and ice cream 
cartons for hats, band's pretty fun," notes sopho
more Leah Yoneda, an advanced band member. 

"The teachers are nice," says freshmen Ammon 
Matsuda, also an advanced band member. 

Three hundred of Kinnick's students are in
volved in music, that's about one-third of the 
school's population. 

\ 

"Before Homecoming, Ms. Jorgenson used me as 
a model of how not to wear your band uniform. 
While in the process my pants fell down."-Heather 
Mangus, sophomore 

(Above center) Jeremy Llaniguez and Chris Delrosario at the winter 
Concert. (Above right) Jeremiah Monzon at the Jazz Ensemble. (Left) 
Matt Burnore and Jed Reyes at the Winter Concert. (Above) Maureen 
Ryan, Ammon Matsuda, and Sadie Ushry playing during half time of the 
Homecoming Game. (Right) Mark Alcova stands from the rest at the 
Winter Concert. 

(Far left) Sadie Ushry, smiling away at Jazz Festival. (Left) 
Michelle Ross and Matt Burnore, jazz band members, at 
Jazz Festival. (Below left) Leah Yoneda, Roena Romero, 
and Masako Long at the Winter concert. (Below) Mikiko 
Long and Chris DelRosario and company at the Home
coming game's half time performance. 



"Delacruzin" with "Will" power. Freshman 
Will Delacruz spins lyrically at Christmas 
Concert. 

The face that launched 1000 words. Rennie 
Estacio serenades the trees. 

Red Devils 
Of Note! 

The Show Choir has worked! Their shows included the Christmas 
Concert, Spring Concert, and the Choral Festival. The music for these 
programs is suggested by the students, while choral director Ms. Jor-
genson selects the final numbers. Credit for choreography goes to the 
students. Commenting on her program, Ms. Jorgenson says, "No pre
vious dancing experience is necessary. If you can walk. We'll take you 
... as long as you can sing! 

Israel and Aki agree, "You can't be off 
key!" Sophomore Israel Salinas and junior 
Aki Fullerton at Christmas concert. 
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The Fantastic Foursome — Jessica Stuart, 
Rennie Estacio, Will Delacruz and Vickie 
Pagan at holiday songfest 

High School Choir; Cristy Sagaad, Heide Timoteo, Ms. Leinard, Kimberly Bowers, Jessica 
Vanderploeg Arigo, Janice Arboleda, Vina Gasmin, Bernabeth Balatero, Erica Webright, 
Melden Francia 

Singing in concert: Seniors Melanie Gaskin, Roena Romero and Febe Gramata. Lovely la
dies and lovely lyrics. 

Jason not Knapping alone!! Jason Knapp 
accompanied by Rennie, Valerie, Will and 
Heather. 
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Ammon Matsuda a man, a plan, a can of Fanta Not-so-jolly Ollie Bailey searches out thinking cap. Sehorita Haseley La p rofesora y la sonrisa. 

After a most successful year, the Japanese 
Club can proudly look back on their myriad of 
accomplishments with pride. The year started 
out with a successful yakitori sale at the bazaar. 
The club also sponsored the Christmas grams 
that were distributed throughout the school, 
and held bake sales. And the final fundraiser 
was the end of the year Sayonara grams. All the 
money that they earn goes to the orphanage in 
Hakone, as well as for scholarships for some of 
the graduating seniors. An ooki arigato goes to 
Mrs. Tanaka, the Japanese Club sponsor, and to 
the officers: President Jennifer Nashiro, Vice-
President Alisa Duncan, Secretary Suzanne 
Tupper, and Treasurer Makiko Yamashiro. 

L to R: Suzanne Tupper, Makiko Yamashiro, Emily Parker, 
Erika Webright, Sarah Snyder, and Zoe Bergamo at the an
nual trip to the orphanage in Hakone. 

Vanessa Mangus, Jessica Manlongat, Reika Goto, Aki Sug-
iwara, and Suzanne Tupper pose sweetly in the tatami 

Top Row, L to R: Carrie Traverso, Katie Martin, Emily 
Parker, Barbara Fukumitsu, Satsuki Robinson. Bottom row, 
L to R: Jessica Manlongat, Ronnylyn Llaniguez, Jennifer 
Nashiro, Marian V. Felicitas, and Judie Pablo. 

President Jennifer Nashiro and Vice-President Alisa Dun
can discuss business with Mrs. Tanaka. 

No, that is not a headlock, that is just Mrs. Tanaka show
ing the close relationship that she and V.P. Alisa Duncan 
share. 

iEl Club de Espanol! 

The Spanish Club has worked hard all year. 
They sold Halloween and Valentines grams 
earning over $600.00. The funds will help sup
port Mercedes Guadalupe Monge, a 12-year-
old girl, from El Salvador, whom the Spanish 
Club has sponsored for the past two years. 
With the profits they also bought an acre of 
rain forest, and paid for an outing to Tokyo 
Disneyland 

Top Row (left to right): Secretary Sadie Ushry, Vice presi
dent Ollie Bailey, Michelle Macabalirao, Brian Ferry. Sec
ond Row: Jennifer Leddon, Aika Ooka, Treasurer Ammon 
Matsuda, Rowena Magsipoc, Lexter Manlongat. Front 
Row; Monica Amaya, President Regina Holcomb, and 
Febe Gramata. 
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Top Left: Mr. Starrine holding the victory trophy. 

Middle Left: Alisa Duncan answers questions from a Seisen opponent. 

Middle Right: Tracey Reynolds prepares for a debate. 

Lower Left: Patrick Maroney cross 
examines an ASIJ opponent. 

The Art Of Arguing: Debate Team 1993 
Resolved: The Federal Government should 

provide comprehensive health insurance to all 
U.S. citizens. 

With that in mind, eleven dedicated students 
worked diligently, spending hour upon hour 
learning the many facets of health care system 
in the U.S. The debate season commenced in 
early September; many hours after school were 
spent arguing on both sides of the issue. With 
each trip to Seisen International School, our 
team brought back a myriad of wins. The goal 
of the Debate Team was not only to win the 
debates, but rather to do their very best. Not 
only did the Debate Team do their best, they 
captured the 1993 Debate Finals in Seisen. 
Roena Romero and Patrick Maroney were 
named AU-Star debaters for the A-Team. 
Tracey Reynolds and Alisa Duncan were 
named top C-Team debaters. Kinnick was also 
first in the Alternative Finals held in ASIJ. 

All-Star debaters Patrick Maroney and Roena Romero dis
cuss debate tactics. 

1993 Debate Champions-Top Row: Ryan Maroney, Matt Traverso, Roena Romero; Middle Row: Jenny Reick, Jan Bern 
abe, Ammon Matsuda; Front Row: Patrick Maroney, Casper Hileman, Mr. Starrine, Tracey Reynolds, Alisa Duncan^ 
fer Leddon. 
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Senior High Drama 

auditions — call backs — more auditions — 
and finally casting — then read throughs — 
blocking — rehearsals and more rehearsals . . . 
"take it from the top" — "great idea! we'll in
clude it in the play" — "louder! project!" — 
"slow down" — "don't upstage yourself' — 
"keep in character" — measuring for costumes 
— stage crew — make-up — technical rehears
als — and finally performances — 

"in positions everyone 
up . . . count to three . 

. . freeze 
action . . 

lights 

end of play — dashes — freeze — 
slow fade to blackout — curtain call 

hold it 

Do you know sumo? The sumo ring is 
called the dohyo is 54 cm. high and is 
made with special clay sprinkled with 
sand. 

Kinnick's senior high drama department has been 
riding on the crest of great successes for the past 
three years-winning top awards in all categories at 
the DODDS Far East Festival and receiving top ac
colades from evaluations and the other schools at 
the Kanto Plain Drama Festival. Much of the suc
cess can be attributed to the ensemble environment 
fostered within the casts-where no individual is a 
single star: the entire cast and stage crew pull to
gether equally for the success of the show. This has 
been reflected in the departments reputation at all of 
the festivals as being the most creative and polished 
team which works together tightly as a unit And it is 
also reflected in the past three season's performances 
being SRO (standing room only with all seats sold 
out). The number of fall productions has depended 
on the number of students auditioning. All those 
who try out are cast in a play and rehearse on alter
nate days with the other casts. 

This year's performances will be even more 
special as the core of students who inaugurated 
the renaissance of drama three years ago as 
sophomores will be graduating-with a large 
successful group of aspiring thespians in the 
wings. 

Lights! Camera! Sanction! Director Richard Schmidt in ac

tion. 

Monkey Shines: Seniors (left to right) Miki Fowler, Sheila-
belle Omune, Renato Estacio, and Tracey Reynolds; they're 
gods and god's creatures alike. 

Pat paints the bees knees. 

. 

Kathy Clark a spark in the dark. 

Dramatically speaking, things are looking up. Valerie Jor-
genson and Miki Fowler look to the heavens. 

It's all the rage, the world's a stage! Aping success! Sheilabelle pithicus erectus minimus! 
Stokes strokes and a couple of Maroney blokes. 

Do you know sumo? The sumo dates 
back 2000 years and has been a profes
sional sport since 1600. 

Do you know Sumo? 
Sumo wrestlers are known as sumotori. 

Do you know sumo? American Chad 
Rowan, Akebono, is the only foreigner 
ever to be named yokozuna. 

Do you know Sumo? 
Massive sumotori Koniski weighs 580 
pounds. 

Do you know sumo? The followng are 
not allowed in sumo: kicking, punching 
with closed fists and hair pulling. 
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Senior arlist and wag Paul Frco's much-
acclaimcd football video was a metaphor for 
he season. After being censored, the program 

was finally allowed to run l ong after Kinnick's 
gridiron gang completed its winlcss season. 

"Smile, when you say that, or you're going to be 
shot!" Senior Barbra Humphrey loads up for blast. 

Do you know sumo? Sumo tournaments are staged 
in odd months. Exhibitions are held in between. On 
many occasions sumotori have visited Kinnick. On 
one of those occasions, NCK English teacher Ron 
Zediker defeated one of the sumotori in a match. A Bast ion of Broadcasters: (Back Row) Ms. Nancy Hill, Dennis Bagsawan, Nate Orchard, Barbra 

Humphrey, Mark Lanham. Chris Derr 
(Front Row) Devin Merner, Kathy Royal, John Almazan and Brian Peters. 

"Act Well Your Part; There All The Honor 
Lies" 

Dennis (Iforgottotakelenscapoffagain) Bagsawan 
shows what he knows with angle of repose. 

First, it is International, well, we are in Japan, and some students be
longed to the club in the States; therefore it's international. Secondly, it is 
named after Thespis, the greatest of all Greek actors. And finally, well 
heck, they are quite a social bunch. The students are required to acquire a 
certain amount of "points" which are attained in various methods. Mem
bers may receive points for acting in a play, being part of the backstage 
crew, or even by attending plays or speeches. The organization s sponsor 
was Mr. Schmidt. All of the members participated in the school's pro
duction "Duo." Most of the members were also involved in the Far Hast 
Speech Festival, Kinnick has been the most successful team in the Far 
East over the past few years and the torch will be passed on for years 
through the International Thespian Society. 

The Thespian Pledge 
I promise to uphold the aims and ideals of the International 

Thespian Society. I am a student of theatre and excellence is my 
ideal. I promise to perform my part as well as I can; to accept 
praise and criticism with grace; to cooperate with my fellow Thes
pians and work for the good of the Troupe; and to share my love 
of the theatre. 

Sheilabelle Omune rubs up with Tracey Reynolds as 
Renato Estacio looks on during practice for "Promethia." 

Jim Stokes, Ryan Maroney, and Pat Maroney show that not 
all work is on the stage. 

Ryan Maroney, Jim Stokes, Nathan Burnore, Kathy Clark, 
Valerie Jorgenson, Heather Jorgenson, Liberty Vicerra, 
Tracey Reynolds, Pat Maroney, Miki Fowler, Renato Esta
cio, and Jan Bernabe. 

Red 
Devil 

Review 

Dial "M" for Mcrncr Devin tunes in and turns up 
another creative venue for Red Devil Review. 

Junior video-mechanic Nate Orchard zooms in and 
dubs the flubs in preparation for broadcast. 
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(Exambare 
Kinnick's Finest Hours 

Come Your Way 

GAMBARE AWARDS 
As a way of saying 
"well-done" to Red Devils 
who have gone the extra 
mile (or tsubo, if you will) 
to give Kinnick its special 
quality, the yearbook 
presents Gambare awards. 
Below is a partial list of the 
nominees. Space 
permitting, we'll run the 
remaining names in the 
supplement. 

Tami Folwer -- for giving 
me a smile and a hug every 
day whether 1 need it or not. 
Molly Orchard--for 
showing me a smiling face 
and giving me a hug all the 
time, whether I need it or 
not. 
Jennifer Duncan-for 
being the sweetest, best 
friend in the whole world. 
For always listening to my 
problems, for comforting 
me in my time of need, and 
for accepting me into your 
special friendship. 
Roena Romero—for giving 
me rides everywhere and 
listening to all my problems. 
Nominated by Heather 
Tomita 
Patrick Maroney—Just for 
being there! Thank-you 
Patrick! 
I nominate Rcnato for a 
Gambare award for making 
me, Jamie Smith, feel 
welcomed in Japan. 
I nominate Mary Alice 
Betz for a Gambare award 
for all the help she has done 
for the Cheerleaders. 
I nominate basketball 
coaches for a Gambare 
award for having a team. 
Nominated by Antwone 
Elrod. 
I nominate Mr. Mueller for 
a Gambare award for 
starting the Gambare 
awards. 
1 nominate Christina Oka 
for a Gambare award for 
taking charge . I no minate 
Mr. Derr for a Gambare 
award for doing the best he 
can to keep the school 
clean. Nominated by Andy 
Collis. 
I nominate Mr. Mueller for 
a Gambare award for going 
out of his way to help me 
with out-of-school activities. 
From: Devin Memer. 

I nominate Febe Gramata 
for a Gambare award for 
being a great Senior 
President. 
I nominate Febe Gramata 
for a Gambare award for 
doing an excellent job as 
Senior Class President Febe 
gets the job done! 1 
nominate Renato Estacio 
for a Gambare award for 
smiling every day! 
Nominated by 
Febe Gramata. 
I nominate Mr. 
Jensen for a 
Gambare award 
for keeping the 
school clean. 
Nominated by 
Fatima Galano 
I nominate 
Christina Good for a 
Gambare award because she 
is the Captain of the 
cheerleading squad and is a 
hard worker. She works well 
with people and the squad. 
She is a kind, caring and 
wonderful person. It is a joy 
to work with her. Nominated 
by Naomi Bobbie Donald. 
1 nominate Rayna Matsuno 
for her contribution to 
Kinnick and the 8th grade 
class. 
I no minate Arthur Lewis 
for a Gambare award for 
excellence in friendship. 
Nominated by Isreal Salinas. 
I nominate Mary Alice Betz 
(my mom) for a Gambare 
award for all her help with 
cheerleaders. Nominated by 
Christina Good. 
I nominate Isreal Salinas 
for a Gambare award 
because he needs the $5 . 
I nominate the NHS for their 
1000 cranes project for the 
girl who is so ill. 
I no minate Chris Derr who 
has had the pressue of going 
to school where his Dad is 
principal. I also nominate 
Mr. Derr who has had to be 
principal where Chris 
attends. 

I nominate all the managers, 
trainers and waterpeople 
who are otherwise faceless at 
the games. 
I nominate the music 
teachers who between them 
have about half the school 
enrolled in one or the other 
program. 
I nominate the PTO and the 
Bazaar volunteers. They 
give a lot to the school. 

I'd like to thank 
all the parents 
who came to 
Open House and 
Parent 
Conference Day. 
G. Mueller 
I'd like to 
nominate Trent 
Rosccrans 

whose lively wit and keen 
mind spice up any class he's 
in. 
I no minate Diane Icban for 
a Gambare award for having 
the best smile. 
1 nominate Mrs. Tanaka for 
a Gambare award for being a 
great teacher and a friend. 
Nominated by Makiko 
Yamashiro. 
I nominate Mr. Schmidt for 
a Gambare award for 
introding me to the beatnik 
culture and showing me a 
good time! 
I nom inate Ryan Ignacio 
for a Gambare award for 
being on time on 12-6-93. 
I nominate Febe Gramata 
for a Gambare award for 
being a great Senior 
president. Nominated by 
Catherine Bernal. 
I nominate Febe Gramata 
for a Gambare award for all 
her hard work to keep the 
senior class together and 
spirited. 
I nom inate Mr. Mueller for 
a Gambare award for just 
about bending over 
backwards to get me through 
my English class. Nominated 
by Shawn Ebright. 
I no minate Ben Card for a 

Gambare award for being 
my best friend. 
I n ominate Mr. Mead for 
giving me another chance 
and helping me out when I 
needed it. Nominated by Joe 
Percy. 
I nominate Chris Cruz for 
making locker decorations. 
I n ominate Sherry Ann 
Griscot for a Gambare 
award for being spiffy. 
I nominate Christina Oka 
and Jennifer Nashiro for a 
Gambare award for 
translating the Yearbook ad' 
contract into Japanese. 
Nominated by Trent 
Rosecrans. 
I nominate Jamil for a 
Gambare award for his 
spectacular pictoral 
contributions to the 
yearbook. I nominate Mr. 
Rydelius for a Gambare 
award for being so nice 
while teaching for so long in 
Kinnick. Nominated by 
Carolyn Frank. 
I nominate Ms. Mueller for 
a Gambare award for 
putting up with me every 
day and brightening up my 
gloomy day. 
I nominate Tyler Schubert 
for a Gambare award for 
having the guts to walk 
around with that hairstyle. 
I no minate Amelia for a 
Gambare award for a being 
so short with so much 
esteem. 

I n ominate Rowena for a 
Gambare award for failing 
an open book test. 
1 nominate Christina for a 
Gambare award for putting 
up with all the cheerleaders. 
I no minate Mr. Mueller for 
a Gambare award for having 
Lexter in his class and not 
causing him any bodily 
harm. 
I n ominate Amelia Stanco 
for a Gambare award 
because she had manageable 
hair on Monday. 
I n ominate Christina Ayres 
for a Gambare award 
because she managed to stay 
awake during math class. 
1 nom inate Hilary Gillcy 
for a Gambare award for 
always being taller than me. 
I no minate Shaun Flores 
for a Gambare award for 
always getting me in 
trouble. 
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I nom inate Miki Fowler for a 
Gambare award for being a 
good buddy. 
I nominate Jason Knapp for a 
Gambare award for buying 
flowers and ice cream for 
Miki. 
I nominate Nathan Orchard 
for a Gambare award for 
showing me how to be lazy. 
I nominate Nathan Burnorc 
for a Gambare award for being 
with Val. 
I nominate Valaric Jorgcnson 
for a Gambare award for being 
with Nathan. I nominate 
Kristen Meyer for a Gambare 
award because no one has 
doue more: NHS, Jr. Class, 
yearbook and athletics. 
I nominate Erin Irclan for a 
Gambare award because she 
always smiles at me. 
I nominate Heather Mangus 
for a Gambare award for being 
a great friend. 
I nominate Dclhia Allan for a 
Gambare award for making me 
laugh. I nominate Kathy 
Clark for a Gambare award 
for being funny. 
I nominate Valaric J. for a 
Gambare award for giving me 
a hug when I needed one. 
I nominate Miki F. for a 
Gambare award for helping 
make this a great last year. 
I nominate Jason K. for a 
Gambare award for helping 
make this a great last year. 
I nominate Natalie N. for a 
Gambare award for being so 
cooL I nominate Crystal 
Brown for a Gambare award 
for being so cool. 
I nominate Kristen for a 
Gambare award for being 
someone who keeps me quiet. 
I nominate Kristin for a 
Gambare award for being a 
great friend. 
I nominate Heather Mangus 
for a Gambare award for being 
cheerful. 
I nominate Mr. Mueller for a 
Gambare award for being 
tough and 
teaching 
us well. 
I 
nominate 
Nathan 
Orchard 
for a 
Gambare 
award for 
just being there and giving 
help. 

I nom inate Rowena 
Magsipoc for a Gambare 
award because she waits and 
walks with mc to yearbook. 
I no minate Amelia Stanco 
for a Gambare award for 
putting up with me when I 
call her Thumbelina and make 
fun of her height. 
I no minate Crystal Bickford 
for a Gambare award for 
making me laugh in 
yearbook. 
I nominate Hilary Gillcy for 
a Gambare award because of 
her being taller than me. 
I n ominate Maguna Jackson 
for a Gambare award because 
of her spirit and hard work. 
Gambare to Trent Rosccrans 
for bringing you this 
yearbook. I nominate Miki 
for a Gambare 
award because 
he's gorgeous. 
Gambare to the 
dramatic 
successes of 
"Voices" and 
"Promcthia" 
— acting and 
direction -
From Gil 
Mueller 
Gambare to the guys* 
basketball teams for 
February 4 OT loss on what 
the ref later admitted it was a 
bad call - Varsity held on for 
a one pount OT victory. From 
Gil Mueller 
I nominate Mr. Schmidt for 
his great success with the 
drama team. 
From Judic Pablo 
I nominate Heather Tomita 
and Jennifer Nashiro for 
putting up with me. From 
Roena Romero 
I no minate the people in 
drama for doing a good job, 
I enjoyed watching the play. 
From Suzanne Tupper 
I nominate Febe, Senior class 
president, for all that she has 
done this. year. From Vanessa 

Mangus. I 
nominate Barbra 
Humphrey for 
picking up 
someone else's 
trash from the 
school grounds 
and tossing it into 
the trash can. 
From Barbra 

Humphrey 
1 nominate Justin Humphrey 

for being such a sweet 
brother. From Barbra 
Humphrey. 1 nominate Mr. 
Schmidt for 
being such a 
fantastic 
director of 
"Duo". Fro.n 
Barbra 
Humphrey 
I nominate the 
Boys' and 
Girls' 
basketball 
team, Good Luck. From 
Amanda Pruneda. 
I no minate the newspaper 
staff for printing some 
wonderful articles in the 
school paper. From Tera 
Riccdsuano 
I nom inate the Red Devil 

Review for 
doing a great 
job even 
though their 
teacher, Mr. 
Janowski, left. 
I nominate the 
J.V. 
cheerleaders 
because we 
work just as 
hard as the 

Basketball players. From 
Pam Reinshuttle 
I nominate Amanda 
Pruneda for trying extra 
hard at graduating this year 
and trying to stay out of 
trouble. From Hrin Walker 
I nominate Mr. Starrinc for 
staying after school to help 
students (till 5 or 6 o'clock) 
and dispersment of Girl 
Scout cookies. From Pat 
Maroney 
I nominate Paul Frco for 
his excellent fust semester 
Red Devil Review videos. 
From Ji\ Edusada 
I no minate Trinidad for 
picking up others people's 
trash. From John Almazan 
I nominate the wrestling 
team when they go to Far 
East From Kathee Royal 
I no minate Febe Gramata, 
Senior Class President, and 
Mrs. Mucllcr.NHS 
sponsor. From Romella 
Laquindanim 
I n ominate Pat and Roena 
for defeating Jeffrey in the 
debate finals. From Jennifer 
Laddon 
Gambare to Emily Parker 
for scoring the lone goal in 

the Kinnick vs. Zama Varsity 
girl, soccer game which 
resulted in a 3-1 loss. From 

Jennifer 
Duncan 
Gambare 
to the 
"Duo" 
back stage 
crew for 
doing a 
great job. 
From 
Brenda 

Pierczynski 
I no monate Mike Lask for 
taking first place at Kanto. 

Far East Wrestling 
From Isagani. 
The drama team for 
wonderful acting from 
Valeric. 
From Adam Cliastcin 
Mr. Derr for keeping snack 
break. From Nelson Willis 
The janitors in the hallways 
of Kinnick. From Andy 
Collis 
I nominate the basketball 
team for playing such a great 
game Friday, because we 
worked so hard to win. 
From Tim Swen 
Aika Ooka 
From Michelle Ross 
I Rowena Magsipoc nominate 
the Nile C. Kinnick High 
soft ball team for currently 
being undefeated with only 1 
more game to go. 
From Rowena Magsipoc 
I nominate Renato Estacio. 
From Marifel Ambat 
To the girls' basketball 
team, because it is fun to 
watch and very exciting. 
From Stephanie Watson 
Boys' basketball team, for 
all their effort. From Lisa 
Diddlemeyer. Girls' 
basketball team From 
Daniel P. Girls' basketball 
team From Jayme Pontius 
1 nominate the yearbook 
staff for doing such a great 
job under pressure. I also 
nominate Mr. Mueller for not 
blowin' his top when deadline 
was near. From Farina 
Galano 
girls' basketball team 
From Flo Abreu. I nominate 
Ms. Killingsworth for a 
Gambare award because she 
stood up for women at the 
shoplifting assembly .Nomina
ted by Kiyomi Mizukami. 
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We Did It! 
The Yearbook Staff Finishes The Book! 

February 28, 1994. The day to look forward to for an entire school year. The last yearbook 
deadline. Judgment Day. Everything had to be Finished and in the mail on this day. Deadlines, 
photos, and copy Fitting, the Cerberus of the journalism world. The yearbook staff conquered 
these fearsome elements and emerged (bleeding printer s ink) successfully. The proof now lies in 
your hands. Staffers worked seventh period, after school, on weekends, and even during breaks 
from school, to deliver this book to you. The journalistic year began with many people but little 
experience. Time shrank the numbers but built experience. With a new sponsor, the entire staff had 
to learn together under the tutelage of editors Trent Rosecrans and Kristin Meyer. 

The two taught the new staff and the new advisor. With monthly deadlines the staff soldiered 
through a continual treadmill of page layouts, copy writing, photo sessions, and photo begging. 

Still the anxiety was offset by the relief of meeting that deadline. 
We hope you enjoy the fruit of our labors. 

Yearbook photographers, Dennis "Snap" Bagsawan, Leo "Click" Aquino, and Jamil "Flash" Padcayan. They were responsi
ble for shooting, developing, and printing approximately 300 rolls of Film. 

Business manager Judie Pablo was responsible for yearbook Finance, including bills for as much as $12,000. 

Editor Trent Rosecrans shows Marifel Ambat, Fatima Galano, Mr. Mueller, and Stephanie Watson how to improve a page. 

/t tfLNo 

Sophomore Fatima Galano shows 
off her favorite tool of the trade, 
the photo cropper. 

Amelia Stanco and Christina Ayers 
show that even though there is a lot 
of work, there still are some laughs. 

Editor Kristin Meyer uses the year
book room almost as a cafeteria 
since she could almost list her ad
dress to MWR 224. 

The Yearbook Staff: Miki Fowler, 
Kristen Butt, Erin Ireland, Christina 
Ayers, Rowena Magsipoc, Dennis 
Bagsawan, Jason Knapp, Joyce 
Arevalo, Amelia Stanco, Judie 
Pablo, Jamil Padcayan, Stephanie 
Watson, Virginia Stuebing, Fatima 
Galano, Marifel Ambat, Thomas 
Andresen, and Ceasar Olson. Edi
tors: Kristin Meyer and Trent 
Rosecrans. 
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Softball's Sweet Swing Of Success 
The Softball Team Goes Undefeated And Wins The Championship 

For the second year in a row the girl's Softball 
team completed a perfect season. The Red Devilettes 
came out Finishing 10-0. Opposing teams never 
scored more than two runs in any game. With Devils 
Jessica "Buffy" Wilson, Michelle Merritt, Melissa 
Gross, Sarah Pfahlert, and Erin Ireland hitting home 
runs, the Red Devils were unstoppable "We had a 
very good season this year; all of us improved and 
we had a lot of fun," said Coach Robert Stovall. 
"These were the best teammates I ever had," added 
Sarah Pfahlert. "The coach was cool; the hits were 
hot, we hate the Seisen snobs a lot. We played really 
well; we won every game, come time next year we'll 
do the same," rhymed and chimed Jessica "Buffy" 
Wilson. "We tried to pour the water bucket on 
Coach, but nobody could lift it," said Rowena Mag-
sipoc of the post-championship celebrations. 

Senior catcher Alisa Duncan hits a line drive to left-Field. 

Tip-toeing Shaun Flores swings at a high pitch. 

First-baseperson Michelle Merritt is pulled from the bag, 

but still catches the ball. 

~L j . «• ll« 
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Lefty, Dominique Kuster watches her hit before she runs to 

first. 

Jessica Wilson leans toward the pitch and slaps it up the 

middle. 

Left-fielder Debbie Givens hurls the ball back to second. 

Missy Gross, Coach Stovall, Rowena Magsipoc, Alisa 
Duncan, Shaun Flores, Debbie Givens, Dominique Kuster, 
Sarah Pfahlert, Jessica Wilson, Erin Ireland, and Michelle 

Merritt. 
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Picture this! To make 
the camera see what an 
unfocused eye denies 
. . Red Devil photog
r a p h e r s  s e a r c h  f o r  
beauty in the mundane, 
stopping time before it 
is flies away forever lost 
and unseen. 

Laura Akeley: The trees of au
tumn 

Mike Merrit: Where the scarecrow walks, the stalks stand straight, 
menaced only by stares of straw and occasional wayfaring flight of fancy 

Roena Romero: Sunrise towers as morning winks at Kinnick 

Dennis (Snap) Bagsawaan: (above) A flower is a lovesome 
thing; (Below) Michelle Jones Ferns frolic 
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Dark Room. . . 
. . . And Lights Zoom On NCK Photographers 

Senior Jennifer Leddon — a sensitive eye and a deft touch combine to reveal a window on a wondrous world of light and shadows 

Thank you Mr. R. For more than a 
score of years, Kinnick's do-it-in-the 
dark guys have been enlightened by 
Bob Rydelius' classes. 

In the 26 years that he has taught 

Red Devils art and photography, the 
kids of Kinnick have distinguished 
themselves and the school. This crop of 
croppers and enlargers speaks for itself 
— and others through collective light-

sensitive eyes. 
Enjoy the results and these two 

pages. 
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News Of Note 
Music For The Masses 

Everyone has different tastes in music. For some the greatest musical work in history maybe 
Pearl Jam's "Ten", for others it could be Dr. Dre's "The Chronic', and still for others it could be 
Beethoven's 5th symphony. Kinnick High School houses many different schools of thought on the 
subject. When answering the question: "What three albums would you choose if you could only 
have those three?" Senior Trent Rosecrans promptly responds Pearl Jam's "Ten", "Mother Love 
Bone" by Mother Love Bone, and Led Zepplin's classic "Zoso". Others note it differently, Fatima 
Galano says she chooses Dr. Dre's "The Chronic", "Doggy Style" by Snoop Doggy Dogg, and 
"Black Sunday" by Cypress Hill. Senior Jim Stokes can live with Mudhoney's "Piece of Cake", Al
ice in Chains' "Dirt", and Primus' "Frizzle Fry". While not everyone agrees on a single favorite, 
each person has his choice. 

In September, Nirvana followed up their 1991 release 

CDs are one of the ways we enjoy our music. "Nevermind" with a new album, "In Utero." 

Janet Jackson released a new album, "janet," which became 
a best seller. 

Pearl Jam, the purveyor of grunge, swept the MTV Video 
Music Awards with 'Jeremy." 

Dr. Dre released one off the biggest selling rap albums of 
all time, "The Chronic." 
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News Notes '93 - '94 

A Clarion Call for a New Order 
Brings up an Old Klaxxon of Chaos 

Bin Clinton became the 42nd president in 
1993 and promised a sensitivity to changing 
times. 
He antagonized the military with drastic 
down-sizing while making peace overtures to 
former enemies like Yasser Arafat. 

Ross Perot, whom Clinton defeated in 
1992, continues to shoot from the lip on the 
political sidelines. 
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Signs; Symbols, 
Certain Death 

s the President's politically correct 

warriors assaulted America's woes, AIDS 
activists and feminist groups lobbied for 
greater attention. The Center for Disease 
Control estimates there will be up to 80,000 
new cases of AIDS in America in '93. 

A irst Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton kept 

her maiden name and decried women who 
stayed home to bake cookies. She also 
tackled the nation's failing health system. 
President Clinton appointed Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg as the country's second female 
justice. Ginsburg had previously won 
several landmark cases for women's rights 
when representing the American Civil 
Liberties Union. 
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Funny Money! David Letter-
man is paid 50 times the 
President's salary. Somber 
Louis Freeh was appointed 
head of the FBI at a time of 
skyrocketing crime in the U.S. 

* r k M * 

11 aby-Boomers get their turn 

The Baby Boomers come to 
power having cut their political 
teeth on free love and expensive 
protests. Decrying any and all 
authority, they promised each 
other then, and voters now, that 
they had a better way. 
The realities of '93/'94, then 
proved to be a sobering mix of 
absurdities and old fears in new 
guises. At a time of rampant 
poverty, David Letterman recei
ved a $15-million contract. 

Louis Freeh took over the FBI 
as its previous director left in 
disgrace. 
One of the Agency's first jobs 

was to arrest Sheik Omar 
Abdel-Rahman, accused of 
masterminding the bombing of 
the World Trade Center. 
Meanwhile floods ravaged the 
midwest costing billions in 
economic and ecological 
damage at a time the U.S. could 
ill-afford either. 

All the while, despite having 
defeated the Soviets in the Cold 
War, the deeply-cut U.S. mili
tary faced grave threats as 
Russian ruler Boris Yeltsin pre
sided over various ethnicities 
who had anarchy in their hearts 
and nuclear weapons in their 
hands. 
Worst of all, war and famine 
savaged Eastern Europe as for
mer parts of Yugoslavia settled 
old scores in fresh blood. 

^ KIn. '^AU\ov 
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Fair Winds. . . 

The USS Blue Ridge was commissioned Nov. 14, 1970 at the Philadelphia Naval 
Shipyard. It accommodates over 250 officers and 1200 enlisted men and women. 
The "Blue Pig," as it is often called, received Meritorious Unit and Navy Unit 
Commendations for the evacuation of Saigon, Vietnam in 1975. The Blue Ridge 
has been home ported in Yokosuka since 1979 as the flag ship for Commander 
SEVENTH fleet. The USS Blue Ridge participated through Desert Shield and 
Desert Storm from August 1990 through May 1991 where she earned another Navy 
Unit Commendation. 

The USS Thach (FFG-43) is the thirty-seventh ship of the Oliver Hazard Perry 
class of guided missile frigates. The Thach's mission is to provide anti-submarine 
and anti-surface protection for Aircraft Carrier Battle Group, Underway Replen
ishment Groups, Conveys, Amphibious Forces and other military and merchant 
shipping. The USS Thach was christened on March 17, 1984 at Long Beach Naval 
Station, Long Beach, California. The Thach is composed of 17 officers, 11, chief 
petty officers, and 181 enlisted men. It's motto is "Ready and Able"! 

On January 10, 1959, the current USS INDEPENDENCE (CVA-62) was com
missioned at the Brooklyn, N.Y., her air wing, CVW-14, departed San Diego and 
steamed west. The INDEPENDENCE was the first aircraft carrier on scene in the 
gulf of Oman, as part of a multi-national response to Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, 
Operation DESERT SHIELD. Following DESERT SHIELD, the INDEPEN
DENCE arrived on September 11, 1991, in Yokosuka, Japan, to relieve the USS 
MIDWAY (CV-41), and became the Navy's only forward deployed aircraft car
rier. 
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. . . The group of military ships stationed here in Yokosuka, Japan, is the Seventh Fleet, and the USS Blue Ridge is the Seventh 
Fleet Flag Ship. The Seventh Fleet is home ported in Yokosuka and consists of seven destroyers, two cruisers, one flag ship, and one 
carrier. 

The USS Fife is the 29th SPRUANCE 
CLASS destroyer built by Ingalles Ship Build
ing. It commissioned in 1980. In 1988, the Fife 
forward deployed to Yokosuka, Japan, as part 
of the Overseas Family Residency Program. She 
has operated throughout the Western Pacific, 
Indian Ocean, and Persian Gulf. 

And Following Seas. . . 
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Here's a subject we all love most, inhale it, 
but nobody really notices it. If every one could 
receive a grade for it everybody would pass 
with honors. Could you guess what it is? 
Well??? It's lunch! 

Food For The Mood 

(Above) Everyone enjoys lunch even Mr. Derr. (Above to 
the right) Renato Estacio eating kernels on a stick. How 
corny! (Right) Sheilabclle Omune with a spoon that is a s 
long as she is tall. 
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(Left) Jeff Denight is definitely sinking this sub. 

Dereka Ross and Melissa Vanderploeg "Baskin- Robins Coneheads 

School cafetia-The old burp & slu rp-Harold Calpo and 
Gomez Lenito. Sips, chips and hope for better tomor
row. 

(Above) Japaneses delacaies-Heather Tomita and Bar
bara Fukumitsu gochiso! Honorable chips and burri-
to-sama. 
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KHS Fashion In 
1993-94 

Kids at KHS have experienced the nagging of out parents about the 
types of clothes we wear. We all hear, "If I wore that when I was your 
age, I wouldn't be able to go outside!" Our society has changed and so 
have our clothes. 

At the beginning of the 20th century women wore dresses that were 
ultra feminine and sometimes very impractical. Their hair was usually 
piled high on top of their head, and they usually wore a small, but elabo
rately trimmed hat. Figure-constraining whalebone corsets were used to 
exaggerate every curve of the female body. Women wore creatively de
signed shoes of the period to compliment their dresses, but the shoes 
were rarely seen. Men, on the other hand wore high-standing collars and 
froak coats. Men's trousers were narrow, but loose around the seat area 
to slightly show a full bottom. Men also wore elaborate laced up shoes. 

If We Can Turn 
Back Now. 

In the 1940's the female shape was the focus of much attention. Pad
ded shoulders, a narrow waistline, thin hips, and a skirt that fell just be
low the knee was the trend of this age. One of the most popular gar
ments in the 40's was the sweater. In the summer of 1946, the bikini was 
introduced to the United States. Bobby socks, pleated skirts, sweaters, 
round collars, tied back hair, and pennyloafers for shoes constituted the 
ideal outfit for the young women of this era. For men, wide lapels, top-
pleat trousers and a "bug" cuff line was "in fashion". Synthetic leathers 
that were not only cow friendly, but shiny and black were mostly worn. 

1950's fashion for women was mostly based on femininity and the fe
male figure. Stockings and low cut V-neck lines were worn. Jeans were 
not worn often. For men the crumpled or wrinkled look in. Sandals and 
tennis shoes were the most popular for casual wear. 

KHS fashion . . . something to kick about. The great Kate, the taiming of a few ... good men Katie Simmons at the Marine Stylin' sisters, Laura Akeley and Aire Akeley, pass each other in the hall with the Jan Lexter Manlongat stands the fashion world on his head. 
Corps Ball. Brady-esque "groovy" bell bottoms. 
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Fashion Of Times. 

During the "Swinging Sixties", fashion took on a more glamorous ap
peal. The mini skirt was introduced for the ladies as well as psychedelic 
makeup. The male fashion trend were jeans and narrow tapered trousers. 
Bellbottoms were worn often along with tight fitting shirts, long flat 
hair. Wire rimmed circular glasses were top fashion accessory must. The 
hairstyle of the really cool people was the "fro" or straight and even 
ironed hair. 

"The observed of all observers." 
-Shakespeare, Hamlet, III, 1 

FACTOIDS: 

-Buttons date back to primitive man, but it wasn't until the 13th cen
tury that they were used to fasten clothing. 

-Shoes! We take them for granted today, but before 1818 there was 
no right or left shoes. 

-The handkerchief had been simply an ornament. When you need to 
blow your nose, you used your sleeve or fingers. 

- Elias Howe's fight to sell his sewing machine was a long one — and 
ended in a legal battle the newspapers called the "Sewing Machine 
War". 

-For movie actors, getting into monster make-up could be a real hor
ror show! 

-For years, nobody wanted Whitcomb Judson's invention of zippers; 
then the United States Navy came along and bought 10,000 of them. 

"Proper words in proper places." 
-SWIFT, Definition of Good Style 

In the 70's polyester was the rage. For women "hot pants", platform 
shoes, and super-tight tops were "groovy". For men long hair, body fit
ting velvet, and high boots were the style. 
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FACTOIDS: 

Fashion In The Present 

"The style is the man himself." 
-Buffon, Discourse, 1750 

We're only three years into the 90's and surprisingly instead of look
ing, ahead fashion seems to be looking back. People sport bell bottoms, 
clogs, long flat iron hair, platforms, hot pants. Even butterfly collars are 
back in style. Also the look these days is the hip hop gangsta' look. Men 
and women are dressing alike as well. Women are tending to dress indi-
vidualistically rather than worrying about others. Men nowadays are 
wearing their jeans and pants really big. They buy them five times bigger. 
If the guy wears a size 29 waist, he buys a 34 waist. If he wears a 32-
length he buys a 36 length. Sagging is in for guys and girls. 

As the old saying goes, "What comes around goes around". Fashion 
design proves the axiom. 

Mr. Brant and Edna Willis making a fashion statement. 

-A pair of scissors may look like a simple thing to make, but some 
175 steps go into production. 

-People were using umbrellas nearly 3,000 years ago. But to keep off 
the sun, not the rain. 

-Walter Hunt invented the modern safety pin in three hours, and sold 
the rights to it for a pittance — FOREVER!! 

-Patches are old as holes. But colonial women created beautiful quilts 
out of patches of old material. 

-Today, advertising sells everything from clothes to presidential can
didates. But before television, a real gimmick was needed to sell a 
product. 

-If you believe in the expression "When in Rome, do as the Romans 
do", then think what it would be like to take a bath that lasts a 
whole day. 

In the 80's men and women took on a new attitude. They became 
more independent and health conscious. Women preferred business suits 
that were professional and classy looking. For teenage girls the mini skirt 
and halter top were in. Men and women wore shoulder pads. Ripped 
jeans and a casual shirt were fashion "musts" for men and women alike. 
Bright neon colors were new on the scene and they made a splash. 

Stripes and overalls — I love it!! 
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A Passion 
For Fashion 

Making a stylish statement at 
night was the otdet of the day 
when Kinnick held its first hair 
and fashion show Nov. 10. 

Produced by the cosmetology 
class, "Cultural Fantasy 1993", in
volved 63 models and a supporting 
cast that was nearly as large. 

Ultimately, the dinner-fashion 
show staged at the Officer's Club, 
included the K.H.S. chorus, the 
administration, five cosmetologists 
and a program that featured over 
110 names. 

Mrs. Naomi Donald, Kinnick's 

cosmetology and modeling in
structor directed the program. 

As Renato Estacio and Carolina 
Abbot show at the right, the fash
ion runway led in all directions. At 
the lower left jazz d ance instructor 
Judy Carpentier is miles of styles 
and smiles. 

One of the models, Miki Ferris 
said, "It was a lot of work, and I 
even had to miss some classes 
when we were preparing for the 
show. But it was really a lot of 
fun." 

I I  
All eyes on Tanya Dolezal, stop, look, say "cheese", please 
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Hair Today, Gone 
Tomorrow 

As the evening and the dress 
wore on, fashion followed fashion 
fast and applause came crashing 
thereafter. Lighting up the runway 
to the left Barbara Humphry and 
Jeb Leinard take center stage. Be
low left, clones of Nihon Sirena 
Morton, Megumi Shirley, Yumiko 
Yamada, Jessica Zaragoza and 
Amy Yamada show kimono and 
obi are in. Below Carolina Abbott 
highlights form-fitting formal. 
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December 
Daze 

'Twas the month of Christmas and all thro' da skool 
Looks like no one much cared, not even to be cool. 
'When all of a sudden, I thought I heard a class laff, Turned out not to 

be true, 
Was jus' Dr. Olson on da' intercom 
Saying 'nothing was comin' through!" 

Despite the impending holiday, December faces were often blue. Soph Sherry Ann Griscott ponders a lump of coal in her stocking; Above 
right Jennifer (Chuckles) Nashiro ponders nature's second course. 

Stephanie Watson, "Hey, it's lunch time! 
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Sophomores Marifel Ambat and Rodney 
Teske show that enthusiasm for the day ex
tends to the night's festivities as well. Or as 
Rodney notes, "Balloons always enhance 
the dance!" 
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Matching 

1. Teacher who has been here for 26 years . . . a) bombs 

2. These were built in the old Kinnick . . . b) 1989 

3. The Mark Hammil award is for . . . c) drama 

4. The old Kinnick was torn down in . . . d) 97 

5. How many teachers work at Kinnick? . . . e) Mr. R. 

6. How many weeks in a school year? . . f) 38 

7. How many students make up the largest graduating class? . . g) 61 

. . . Yokosuka Naval Base was established in 1945. 
It is one of two Navy Bases on the Kanto Plain. 
The other Navy Base is Atsugi Naval Air Station. 
The USS Independence airplanes fly off of the air
craft carrier and are stored in Atsugi. Yokosuka 
Navy Base is also one of the largest bases on the 
Kanto Plain. The population is comprised of Na
val personnel, Marine personnel, civilians, and de
pendents. In total, nearly 23,000 people work 
and/or live at the base. 

Mark Hammil, Scar Wars's Luke Sky-
walker, graduated from Kinnick High School 
in 1969. Mark Hammil was an outstanding 
drama s tudent. Because of this, the drama or 
Mark H ammil award was created. It is a great 
honor to receive this award. 

. . . Mr. Rydelius has taught at Kinnick High for 
26 years, longer than any other continuous teacher 
currently employed here. Mr. Rydelius is one of 
the art teachers we have on staff here at Kinnick. 

Mr. R., as we students have learned to call him, 
has spent many hours dedicated to Kinnick High 
School and its students. 

Did You Know That. . . 

. . . the first Nile C. Kinnick High School build
ing was established in 1946 in Yokohama. After 
that a new Kinnick, referred to as the old Kinnick, 
was used. This building, before it was a school, 
was used as a Japanese bomb building factory. Can 
you imagine learning in an old weapon factory? 
This building was also once, before a school, a 
marine barracks. 
. . . the old Kinnick was torn down in the year 
1990. 

. . . the enrollment at Kinnick High School for the school year of 1993-1994 is 785 students 
from grades 7-12. The school year at Kinnick is comprised of 38 weeks or 10 months. Bum
mer!! This schedule only gives students, approximately four weeks of relaxation for every 
five months of school. 
. . . there are 61 teachers who work at Kinnick with some either coming or going. 
. . .  t h e  l a r g e s t  c l a s s  t o  g r a d u a t e  f r o m  K i n n i c k  H i g h  S c h o o l  c o n s i s t e d  o f  9 7  s t u d e n t s  i n  J u n e  
of 1991. 
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Dog memories linger. Gil Mueller 
government teacher says of his dog, Rags 
(left), "I had him from the time I was f our 
until I was a senior in high school. He was my 
constant companion, and the only time he 
didn't jump up to greet me is when I came 
home and found him lying still in his favorite 
spot in the shade in our back yard. Nearly 30 
years later, I still miss him. (below) Across two 
continents and two pages, senior Trent 
Rosecrans misses his dog, Su Li Ming Li who is 
13 years old and frisky — in Texas. 

ocial studies teacher Mr. Conrad Knudtson and his dog 
ha Cha. "When I h eard you were going to do a f eature on 
rhe Year of the Dog', Cha Cha and I decided to buy a 

earbook." 

Don't Be A Mooch 
In The Year Of The Pooch 

Whether you know it or not, you've gone to 
the Dogs, but in Asia that's not always such a 
bad thing. The Lunar New Year cycle is 
divided into 12 parts, each named after an 
animal. 1994 ushers in the Year of the Dog. 

According to custom, Dogs are an indicator 
of good fortune, since in ancient China only 
the wealthy could afford pennies for pooches. 
In Japanese lore there are two kinds of dog 
deities called inugami: those engaged in 
witchcraft and those revered for protection. 

Indeed, there is a Japanese custom to place 

an inuhariko, or a small dogbox, as a talisman 
to protect newborn children. Beyond 
superstition, Japanese literature in replete with 
stories of faithful dogs saving their owners, and 
defending people and property with their lives. 

Not surprisingly, people born in the year of 
the dog are said to share the noble 
characteristics of their animal namesakes. Dogs, 
meaning people born in 1982, 1970, 1958 and so 
on, inspire confidence, have a deep sense of 
duty and loyalty and are extremely honest. 

@ ( i  7 ) W £ TT. 

According to the Japanese Lunar New Year, the Year of the Dog follows the year of the 
Rooster. People born in the Year of the Dog are strong champions of justice, given to worthy 
causes and tend to be cool under stress and successful in business. On the other hand, "Dogs" are 
fault-finders, eccentric, sharp-tongued and tend toward stubbornness. Regardless, of your belief 
or lack of it, you can remember the Year of the Dog (and the Rooster, too) by ordering a 
Kinnick yearbook so you can "woof' it all down. Spanning two cultures, SenseiTanaka's says her 
poodle, yuta, is bilingual. He says, wang-wang, and bow-wow. 

Rowena Magsipoc & Jagger, a pair of P.I. pretties. 



Oickity clank, shickity shank, clunk, clunk, honk, screeeeech, as the train or as called in Japan 
densha comes to a stop. The doors flash open with a hiss and close with a thump as you await 

your "call" or destination. 

Riding the train is one of the most popular ways 
of transportation in Japan. Riding the train is so 
popular among the Japanese people because it is 
fairly cheap (at least to them) and it is a fast way to 
get from place to place. Plus, you came to learn that 
when living in Japan. It's not such a good idea to 
drive or take a taxi during the so called "rush hour". 
You'd be better off walking or riding a bike. Riding 
the train is a very simple way to travel, all you have 
to do is buy a ticket out of a machine. There are dif
ferent prices, it just depends on where your destina
tion is, just read where you want to go and the price 
should be stated, most train stations have lists writ
ten in english for we/us "gaijin" so there's no need 
to worry about reading kanji. Now that you've got 
your ticket, you're ready to travel on the railways of 
Japan. Give your ticket to the ticketman so you can 
get it "clipped" and when you arrive at your destina
tion you give your ticket to the ticket man. Al
though there are a lot of advantages to riding the 
train. There are however some disadvantages, too. 
For instance, if you are one of those people who hate 
being pushed and shoved, you don't belong on the 
train, the Japanese are known for their pushing and 
shoving. Don't worry, you'll get used to it, and it 
doesn't matter what you say to them, they won't un
derstand, but hey, where isn't it crowded in Japan? 

Top left: Here are the machines that you put your money in and you get your 
ticket. I know it looks intimidating, but it's not! Hmm . . I wonder which one I 
push . . . Enie. Menie, Minie, Mo . . 
Top center: Here's where you put your ticket in after you get it. It punches a 
hole in the ticket, the ticket-men used to do it, but I guess that computer tech
nology is starting to take over the world. 
Top bottom: This is what it looks like inside the train, as you can tell, there's 
not much going on . . . WAKE UP! 
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Student Editorials 

Peace in our time, 
Piece of our mind! 

Kinnick Comments: 
a world apart. . . 

I t is Interesting 

to juxtapose Kin-
nick's postage-
stamp sized piece 
of the world with 
life across the 
Pacific in 
CONUS. 

F I R S T  
Things 
F I R S T  

Judging from a _ 
summary of a LA 
TIMES article 
about new California statutes, 

there are some terribly signifi-
passion and 
they will soon inherit. 

cant differences. 

In this regard, 
the issues and 
foibles of the 
year, national, 
international and 
local, were not 
lost on our stu
dents. 

In a series of 
mini-torials and 
cartoons the Red 
Devils of 1993/ 
94 offer their 
wit on a world 

. . and in CONUS country, 
it's something else! 
Here's a sampling of the LA 

TIMES list of new laws that 
are most relevant to the young 
people of our community. It 
says volumes about life in the 
States — and here. 

Schools: Students, K-12, 
bringing guns on campus must 
be expelled rather than merely 
transferred to another school; 

Prison penalties are increased 
for assaulting school on-duty* 
school employees; 

Taxpayer funds can no longer 
be used to buy alcoholic 

beverages for teachers and 
administrators; 

Gangs: Drive-by shootings are 
now punishable by life-in-pri-
son without parole; 

Schools can implement dress-
codes to prevent gang-related 
attire; 

It becomes a felony to coerce a 
person to join a gang; 

Boot camps: The age limit for 
sending youths to boot-camp 
type reform centers is reduced 
from 16 to 14. Non-violent 
offenders only. 

The dress code isn't a big deal 
at Kinnick where the kids 
pretty much wear what they 

please. 
L a t e l y ,  
h o w e 
ver, I've 
b e e n  
noticing 
teachers 
f r o w n 

ing at "T" shirts, skirts and 
shorts. I could care less about 
what kids at Kinnick wear. 
Clothing is a way of express
ing yourself. I would be offen
ded if someone called one of 
my outfits inappropriate. It's 
like saying a part of me is 
inappropriate. Teachers and 
parents should just let us 
express ourselves the way we 
want to. Delbia Allen 
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How come the building is 
closed for lunch until 11:50 
a.m.? Teachers think that they 
are hall monitors. So, if stu
dents forget something and go 
to their lockers during that 
'Time Out" teachers loom out 
of darkness and nowhere and 
kick them out. Isn't this build
ing supposed to be a mental 
institution of a different sort? 

Rowena Magsiooc 

Snack break is the second best 
time of school, but then some 
kids abuse it. Instead of taking 
the time to be free for 15 
minutes, some kids trash the 
school. It's not fair that 
everyone sufffers the con
sequences of a few gastro-
manical fools. Crystal Bick-
ford 

The NILE C KINNICK YEARBOOK is an authorized 

unofficial publication for tire students and parents of Nile C. 

Kinnick High School. Contents of the YEARBOOK arc not 

necessarily the official views of Nile C. Kinnick High School, 

DoDDS-Pacific Region, the Department of Defense or the 

United States Government. Opinions and views expressed are 

the personal opinions of the writers, editors and contributors to 

the YEARBOOK and are not necessarily shared by the entire 

student body, faculty or the administration of Nile C. Kinnick 

High School. The appearance of displays or reproductions in 

this publication concerning any commercial product do not 

constitute an endorsement by the Department of Defense or the 

Department of Defense Schools - Pacific. 

A Molher Goose Tale  of... ~ Gun Control 
G„„ conirol is only „ 

attempt by the paranoid, 
liberal-minded, minority public 
to curb the rights of Ameri
cans. Allowing a waiting 
period is ridiculous. Consider 

the train shooting in New 
York. That man waited 16 
days to buy his handgun, and 
was still able to shoot 23 
people. The gun was not the 
culprit, the man was. The 
answer to this problem is laws 
against criminals, not guns. 

Jim Stokes 

People quit worrying about President 
Clinton's personal foibles — b imbo-
gate and financial cheating. Such talk 
ignores his skillful political decisions. 
For instance, who's had more candi
dates for Attorney General and Secre-
tery of Defense in such a short time? 
A non. (Our family needs the job) 

% 

AAAETl/CA 's 
COURT 

T E S  T H  ̂  

The AIDS-infected population has become immense. By 
the end of this century, AIDS will have brought 
catastrophic economic and productivity loss. If we do not 
start educating immediately, AIDS will cause detestation 
comparable only to itself. As it is AIDS is a threat that 
each of us will eventually face and deal with — in the 
near future. 

Liberty Vicerra 

Can the 
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Grad Tidings, Chris 

'hristopher Allan Munsell, 

We are very proud of you for all the hard 
work you have done through your high 
school years. Your standards of excellence 
and academic achievement have built a 
foundation for what should be a very bright 
and rewarding future. We know life will be 
very different for you, but we know you 
will give it your best as you face life's 
challenges. Remember we're always here to 
support you. 
We love you. 
Mom, Dad and Lynette 

c hristopher, 

My little brother -- you're finally 
graduating! It's so hard to believe; time has 
gone by so fast. I wish you luck and 
continued success in all that you do. I a m 
so thankful to have you as a little brother. I 
am so proud of you! Remember, I will 
always be here for you. 
Love always, 

Lynette 

rAs an era comes to an end, we would like to thank, all the 
teachers and faculty of Nile C. Kinnick, High School for your 
patience, kindness, dedication and understanding while 
instructing our children. 
Geoff and Tomoho Munsell 

Thank you 
To Kinnick's 

Finest 

We couldn't do it 
without you! 

The Overseas Education ^Association, 
Nile C. Kinnick, High School 



" Gambare 'Thanks to all 
who have helped so much 

The yearbook staff 
offers a very special 
word of appreciation to 
the students, staff and 
community who have 
given so much to make 
this publication possible. 
First, our gratitude to 

everyone who has 
purchased this book. We 
are particularly grateful 
to parents who gave 
hard-earned money to 
their children so that 
they can remember this 

year for many years. So, 
too, we are indebted to 
students who bought this 
book from their 
own assets. 
This publication 

owes not a little to 
the administration 
of Kinnick High 
School who 
provided the supplies 
and patience necessary 
to ready the pages. 
Principal Bruce Derr's 
first throught was 
always,"How can I 

help?". He never let us 
down. 
On the staff Ms. Linda 

Sanborn, 
Mr. 
Chuck 
Bitting 
and Mr. 
Larry 
Clark 

kept our computers 
running by running 
over to MWR 224. 
Thanks, too, to the rest 
of the staff who were 
kind, encouraging and 

patient with our many 
interruptions. 
When it came to 

money, thanks to the 
PTO who purchased 
camera and computer 
equipment for us. 
We owe the staff of the 

SEAHAWK gratitude 
for the many photos 
they donated. Above all, 
thanks to Mr. R, who 
was the light of our 
publication with his 
many hours supervising 
the dark room. 

A very 
special thanks 

. 

With memories of aiiyou ha ve been 
With pride for aiiyou are 
With hope for aiiyou will be 
Our io ve aiways 

Dad, Mom and Komei 

Thanks, Mom and Dad 
We couldn11 have done it 
without you; 

Mike and Chris Derr (IJour 
young lions) 

Good Luck, Kinnick 

To the Graduates of the Class of 94, Congratulations on reaching one of the milestones in your life. It is a day in your 
life that you will remember for a lifetime. Although we were only at Kinnick for a very short time we felt very close to 
all of you. We will always remember Yo-High and the Red Devils. Also a very special place in our hearts for the JV 
football team. Good luck to all of you in the future. There will always be a special place in our hearts for all of the stu
dents of Yo-High. Good Luck 
Coach Brant and Mrs. Brant 

Class of '94 — You 're it! 
The Hottest Hit 

Soar, 

Doug Broum/Jostens 

Dear Patn'ck, 

Congratulations 

from: 

Dad, Mom, Ryan, 
Heather 

We're proud of you! 
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Good luck and good fortune to 
the Kinnick community 

R O Y A L  R U G  C O .  
Manufacturers Importers & Exporters 
All Kinds of Chinese Carpets & Rugs 

MAIN SHOP: 49-A. CARNARVON ROAD. GIF. 
KOWLOON. HONG KONG. 

TEL. 366-4320. 369-6225. 721-4978 
US NAVY CONTRACTOR 

CABLE ADD: "ROYALRUG" 
FAX: (852) 739-6417 

The Royal Rug Company supports Kinnick High by partici
pating in the school Bazaar two times a year. 

no 

F J. /VJ J. rom Royal Rug of Hong Kong 
Suppliers of fine carpets to Yokosuka 

Grad line 

Working together 
For all 
of XHS 

PTO 

Fair winds and following seas 
And so much more 

To the 
Class of 94 
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Best Wishes to Kinnick High 

CHINA „ 
PETE'S Looking 
W %m fir for 

the perfect 
local 

gift item? 

SAGAMIHARA STORE 
as  a l w ays  

- • - i s  fu l l  o f  g i f t  i de a s  

•  •  •  

for 
the perfect 

local 
gift item? 

NO.1-5-9 YOSHINO-DAI, SAGAMIHARA-SHI 
KANAGAWA-KEN t229 

TEL. 0427 (53) 0564 
FAX. 0427 (53) 711 3 

SHOP HOURS ,9:30AM~5:30PM 

CLOSED ON SUNDAY 

i r Bf f lS S1 -5 -9  

r~ 

You don't have 
to wait for the 

Yokosuka 
Bazaar! 

Visit China 
Pete's 

Sagamihara 
Store 

China Pete's supports KHS by o ffering fine products, gift items and porcelain at the school Bazaars. 

ra 
INSTITUTE OF SPACE AND 
ASTRONAUTICAL SCIENCE 

Jim, 
As the Romans once 

said, "Tempus 
fugit" - Time flies. 

From that happy 
little guy chewing 
pizza crust while 

rampaging through 
the house in your 
walker to the fine 

young man you have 
become - from 

Legos to logarithms, 
from G.I. Joe to 
geometry, from 

crawling to calculus 
- you have grown in 
size and stature, in 

mind, heart and soul. 
We are so proud of 
you. Our love and 
prayers will always 
be with you as you 

start this new chapter 
in your life. For in 

you we see the 
future with eyes of 

hope. 
Mom, Dad and 

Ashleigh 

Dear A Us a, 

You have come 
a long way in 
realizing your 
goaiandwe 
know you have 
worked hard. 
You have been 
a joy to us and 
all one could 
ask for in a 
daughter. We 
know you will be 
the first of our 
family. We love 
you and will 
always support 
you in achieving 
yourdream. 

Love always, 

Dad, Mom and 
Jennifer 



A Good Call 

President 
Mike Gardner 
Vice President 
Yoko Banko 
Secretery/ 
Treasurer 
Vernon Lask 
Sports 
Commis-
soners: 
Basketball: 
Dexter Gregory 
Softball: 
Vern Lask 
Football: 
Dan Ziglinski 

Volleyball: 
Yoko Banko 
Soccer: 
Fred Jensen 
Floor Hockey: 
Rasco Vaughn 
Officials 
R. Bailey 
J. Banko 
Y. Banko 

Good Luck, 
Red Devils 

S. Barnes 
D. Bize 
O. Bradley 

D. Brown 
R. Brunner 
M.. Burriss 
C. Carson 
C. Caton 
B. Conners 
M. Cottrell 
C. Cmz 
T. Deanius 
W. 
Delgado 

A. Dorsey 
C. Dorsey 
J. Drawdy 
P. Duval 
R. Ekrnark 
D. Elliot 
J. Fowler 
M. Gardner 
G. Garrison 
T. Garrison 
D. Gossard 
R. Gossard 
M. Henry 

W. Johnson 
L. Jones 
A. Keenan 
N. Kewish 
D. 
Kuhnhausen 
J. Leclair 
C. Llyod 
M. Lyons 
C. Marsh 
R. Martin 
O. M inter 
P. Moore 
W. Moore 

T. 
Morrison 
M. 
Murphy 
J. Nicely 
C. 
Niehoff 
K. Nimko 
S. Ochinang 
D. Orenze 
C. Patty 
D. Patty 
A. Pena 

Perkins 
T. Perkins 
R. Pinchon 
R. Quinata 
T. Rought 
D. Stanford 
M. Stewart 
D. Thorpe 
R. Vaughn 
A. Villanueva 
C. Villanueava 
G. Watersdorf 
T. Whiting 
R. Willis 
S. Whitniore 
H. Yaniada 
C. Young 
H. Young 
D. Ziglinski 
C. Zwierzinski 

Japan American Sports 
Officials Association 
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The Best Of Health. . . From Your U.S. 
Naval Hospital & D ental Center 

Y okosuka, Japan 
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(ACTUS CANTINA 
Open daily 

6 - 9 a.m. - Breakfast 
11 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. - lunch/Dinner 

243-4731 

BOWLING CENTER 
Sunday-Thursday 

0900-2300 
Friday-Saturday 

0900-0100 

243-5085 

Open Daily 
0800-2200 

Monday - Thursday 
1000-1800 

Friday 
1000-2300 
Saturday 

1500-2400 
Sunday 

1500-2100 

243-5492 

243-4200/5158 

COMMUNITY CENTER 
Monday-Friday Over 75 classes 
0800 to 2030 offered monthly 

Saturday 
0900 to 1600 243-4189/6713 

Sunday & Holidays Closed Thanksgiving, Christmas 
1300 to 1700 & New Year's Day 

Benny 
Decker 

Movies Nightly 
Weekend 
Matinees 
243-5406 

Fleet 
Late Night 

Movies 
on Weekends 

243-5662 

Sunday 
to 

Saturday 

0600-2200 

243-5625 
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HOBBY MABT 
Monday-Wednesday Saturday-Sunday 

1100-1700 c.. • 1000-1700 Friday 
Thursday 1100-1700 

1100-1900 243-5040 

BEST WISHES TO CHRIS AND THE CLASS OF 1994. 
WE SINCERELY WISH YOU THE VERY BEST OF ALL 
THAT LIFE HAS TO OFFER AND HOPE THAT ALL OF 
YOUR DREAMS AND PLANS WILL SOMEDAY BE 
FULFILLED. CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK. 

BRUCE, MASAKO AND MIKE DERR 

The following words of advice were given by Professor Clark to his 
students at Sapporo Agricultural School, in 1867, prior to his 
departure from Japan. He served as the school's president for one 
year. 

GRADUATES. "BE AMBITIOUS, NOT FOR THE MONEY OR FOR SELF 
AGGRANDIZEMENT, NOT FOR THAT EVANESCENT THING WHICH WE CALL FAME. 
BE AMBITIOUS FOR THE ATTAINMENT OF ALL THAT A PERSON OUGHT TO BE." 

PROFESSOR CLARK 



class. DA & KC: You two have 
brought many laughs to the lunch 
hour. Thanks. Love, Heather 
Mangus 
Everyone: We survived! We had 
fun! I m going to miss everything. 
Thanks for the memories! Love, 
Heather Jorgenson 

Hey!! I'm really going to miss 
everyone, but sometimes we've 
just got to move on. Katie I will 
never forget you, Duran Duran!! 
Kristen B. I'll never forget your 
swimming stories. Meyer you're 
the sweetest person. Heather 
you're a "genius"!! Heather M. 
your hair is so bright!! 
Love you always & forever!! 
Delhia... 
Those Marines! Top Gun Rules. 
To my valentine: let s just be 
friends. To my 9th grade buddy: 
those were some of my worst 
problems. I'm still trying to forget. 
To Ms. Hewitt: Stay sweet and stay 
away from those bad sailors. To 
the fashion girl: I love your style! 
Well, it's amazing, people are still 
getting us confused. As for me , I'll 
always be strange. I love you all!!! 
Copy C: Katie's 2 cents worth!!!! 
To the world: 
" You don't have to dream at all, 
just live another day " -Duran 
Duran (1982) Love, Katie Curtis 

I'm going to miss: DA's clothes, 
music, shoes, and our conversa
tions; KC's fashion magazines, 
tips, and Duran Duran Tof 
course); HM's MARINES, hair 
and silly dances, and all her band 
nerds; KB and her sacred pillow, 
our fabulous milk shakes (lots of 
marshmallows); HJ and her 
romantic novels, stromboli at 
Pizza Inn; El's Disney songs, 
stuffed animals and smiles. Your 
friend, Kristin 
KM: Thanks for being my 

chauffeur! The milk snakes were 
great! HM: I love your hair!! One 
day I'll see you with a Marine for 
a husband! El: You're a great 
card player, Valentine! HJ: I'll 
think of you when I pick up a 
Romance Novel!!! KC: I know 
you love butter and Parmesan 
cheese!! Duran Duran RULES... 
DA: One day I expect to see you 
as a French translator!! As for 
me, what can I say? I love you 
all! Love Butt 
HJ: Thanks for the special 

memories we've shared. You are 
always there when I need to talk. 
KM: You have been a fantastic 
friend. Your smile keeps my 
spirits up. KB: Knowingyou this 
year has been a blast. Thanks for 
all those great times filled with 
jokes ancflaughs. El: Thanks for 
your encouraging words. Don't 
forget those days in Nihongo 

Otomodachi 

The Cutting 
Edge 

minute from the 
main gate on 
the 2nd floor 
near Fuji film 
on the left side 

of the street Dear Charlie C, 

You are a most wonderful and beautiful daughter. You are 
what every parents dreams of — honest, loving, compassionate, 
charming, motivated, hard working, and best of all, a life long 
growing friend. We could ask for no more. As you enter your 
adult adventure, we know you have the ability to accomplish 
great things: Please believe in yourself and go forward enjoying 
your accomplishments. 

Love, Mom and Dad G. 

Everyone welcome - haircuts $10, $12 

open 7 days 10:00 - 18:00 

Tel: 25 5062 for appointment 

To Barhra Humphrey 
from Mom and Bad with 

a touch o flove 

A Touch of Love 
You were six months old and full of fun. 
With a blink of my eye, you were 
suddenly one. 
There were so many things we were 
going to do, 
But 1 turned my head and you turned two. 
At two you were very dependent on me, 
But independence took over when you 
turned three. 
Your third birthday, another year I tried 
to ignore, 
But when I lit the candles, there weren't 
three, but four. 
Four was the year that you really strived. 
Why, look at you now, you're already 
five. 
Now you fire ready for books and for 
rules. 
This is the year that you go to school. 
The big day came, you were anxious to 
go-
We walked to the bus, going oh, so slow. 
As you climbed aboard and waved good
bye, 
1 fe lt a lu mp in my throat and tears stung 
my eyes. 
Time goes so fast , it's hard to believe 
That just yesterday you w^adiome here 
with me. 
And tomorrow when the otis brings you 
home 
and you jump to the ground, 
You'll be wearing your cap and gradua
tion 
gown. 
So I 'm holding to these moments as hard 
as I can, 
Because the next time I look, I'll be 
seeing a w oman. 
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Congratulations 
Kinnick 

Graduates 

Class of '94 
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[EX 
Navy 

Exchange 

Your Navy Exchange appreciates 
your past patronage and looks 
forward to serving you in the 
future. 
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France needs. 

mm 
T-SS&M For anybody caught up in the fast paced business and financial world'of 

' Tokyo, compreheasive and easily accessible insurance is not a luxury, it's a 
must. And the one iasuter you can depend on while in Japan, both now and in 
the future, is CIGNA. 

As a member company of the CIGNA Corporation, a leading American 
insurance and financial service organization, the CIGNA Insurance Company 
has over 70 years of experience in Japan, more than any other foreign 
insurance company. 

Call us and let one of our Fnglish speaking staff explain how CIGNA can 
provide vou or your company with the iasurance you need. 

With a worldwide network of 250 regional offices in over 70 
countries, you can be assured of prompt, courteous service now 
and in the years to come. 

Now covering Japan with 53 offices and over 3,000 authorized 
agents. 

THE CIGNA INSURANCE CO 
TANAKA INSURANCE OFFICE 

HIROSHI TANAKA 
REPRESENTATIVE 

OFFICE MONCMO acoc. CIGNA Insurance Company 
a CIGNA company 

Akasaka Eight-One Bldg .13-5. Nagata-cho 2-chome. Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100. Tel. (03) 3597-1026 

Wishing Kinnick the best of all 
possible worlds! 

from the ESL Classes 

jBuena Suerte, 
Diablos Rojos! 

Senorita Haseley y el club de £spanol 
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MAUREEN THERESA ANNE RYAN 
CONGRATULATIONS 

Your family is proud of you. 
We love you and wish you 
success and happiness. 
Remember, your life lies before 
you like a path of untrodden 
snow. Be careful how you tread 
it. 
For every mark will show. 
God Bless You. Numbers: 6: 
24-26 
Mom & Dad 
Catherine, John, Kevin, Deidre, 
Brigid, Tim 
Caitlan, Ashlyn 

To the Class of '94 

"I will drink Life to the lees. 

How dull it is to pause, to make an end 
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use! 
(Alfred, Lord Tennyson) 

Carpe Diem 
Carpe Riskem 
Carpe Sparklem 

"I want to be thoroughly used up when I die, for the 
harder I w ork, tire more I l ive... Life is no 'brief candle' 
to me; it is a sort of splendid torch which I h ave got hold 
of for the moment, and I want to make it burn as brightly 
as possible." 
(George Bernard Shaw) 

English 12 
M o v ing on . .. Richard Schmidt 

To the Class of 
'94: 

Fair winds 
and full speed 

ahead 

Best wishes from 
the Ifokosuka lfacht Club 
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Call the States with 
AT&T I SADireet Service -
from Japan 
just dial 0039-111 . 
Use your AT&T Calling Card 
or call collect. 
1 he best way to keep enjoying great experiences 
abroad is to share them with your relatives and 
friends back home. And perhaps the best way to 
do it is with AT&T L'SADirect* Service One simple 
access number offers fast, easy, and economical 
phoning to the States —from 125 countries and 
locations the world over. 

For more information, simply call 0120-4-10288, 
free. 

And when you feel like calling home, use 
AT&T L 'SADirect* Service. We think you'll find it 
fits vou perfectly 



YES, MY BEAR AND I 
MADE IT! 

1994 RULES! 

CONGRATULATIONS 
Brenda, your day has finally arrived and now you're graduating. I wish you 
the best that life has to offer, along with my unconditional love. Together, we 
have experienced many things, but they were only a beginning. As you travel 
through life, I hope you'll remember and live by the values you were raised 
with, especially trust and faith in others. Plus, don't forget to keep the 
communication lines open. Love, Mom 

T o k y o  D i s n e y l a n d  |  
Sept 1983 | 

T A era, 
You 're on your way! 

Remember to keep 
your balance, stay on 
the path and don't go 
so fast you don'/ 
enjoy the ride. 

Your 
family 
loves 
you. 

•Ill 
mmm 
lilKffi 
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As a senior Chris Munsell uses his years o f experience to attempt to answer the 
lingering question: 

"What Is School?" 

school/'skool/n. 1. an organization that provides instruction: an institution for 
the teaching of children. Maybe, but I don't think so. 2. a large number of fish or 
aquatic animals of one kind swimming together. I don't think so. 3. a source of 
knowledge. Nah, that's not the one either. 4. Nile C. Kinnick High. Yeah, there 
we go. 

WELCOME TO KINNICK HIGH SCHOOL 
WE CARE ABOUT THE SAFETY OF OUR 
STUDENTS. ALL VISITORS, PLEASE 
REPORT TO THE MAIN OFFICE. 

Ahh . . . What can I say about Nile C. Kinnick High School? When most people think of school, they think of boredom, homework, stress, 
exams, tests, and so on and so on. It's funny how someone can say how much they hate a place, but find themselves still here. We should all 
learn to enjoy and appreciate the school and the teachers who provide us with a gift that determines the rest of our lives, an education. School 
is not only a place for learning and a place of seriousness, but it is also a place to get to know and socialize with new and different people. Go
ing to school is almost fun in a weird sort of way, without school just think of how much more "bored" you would be. But, when we're in 
school we say, "I wish it were summer vacation," and when it's summer vacation we say, "I wish school would hurry up and start." Whatever 
comes to mind when you think of school could be a happy thought or it could be a bad thought, but enjoy it while you can because time flies 
by when you're having fun. And when you leave this school, you'll find yourself missing this "boring" place. 

MR. S CHMIDT 

We all remember when we were this young playing at the 
playground . . . 

Work, work, work. You should all study hard for exams 
and tests, at least a little. Guess who didn't study? Get 
working! 

Bye, bye, Kinnick. I'll admit it, I'll miss this place and all of you 
here. 

You can finally finish high school, but only if 
you pass his class. 

But that was then and this is now. 

Some of the hardworking teachers here at Kinnick. If you 
work, then they will teach, and you will learn. Don't forget that 
what you learn now determines what you will become later. 

School is also a place for sports and extra-cur
ricular activities. I show off my finger juggling 
skills. Oops, I dropped it! 

School is also a place for fun. Mark Lanham, Chris Derr School is no place for horsing around. Maybe 
and I all seem to be having fun, all but maybe Chris. Are we should get off of the walls. But what fun 
you feeling o.k.? would that be? And hey Chris, wake up! 209 



Amore Abundant In Academia 
Kinnick experiences its own "Young and the Restless 

During our time in High School our love 
lives change as often as most of us change our 
"socks". It becomes a big rolling mess and 
about as interesting as watching soap operas. 
People looking at Kinnick might suspect they 
were looking at "The Bold and the Beautiful'. 

Being "dissed" stinks. Your friends try to 
console you with "that's messed up" and the all 
too famous "Aw! man I really feel for you." 
Yea right, that just doesn't cut the mustard!! 
Some of Kinnick's students experience these 
feelings in the following top 10 Romantic trag
edies: 
# 1 A guy gave a girl a $1000 ring. The next 

day she dumped him (and kept the ring). 
# 2 A girl paid a guy to go out with her. After 

she paid him he dumped her. 
# 3 This guy flew to Japan to see his girl 

(paid his own way) and she dumped him 
when he got here. 

# 4 A guy gave a girl a pearl necklace for 
Christmas and she dumped him right after 
and wouldn't give it back! 

# 5 Someone got dumped on Valentine's 
Day. 

# 6 A guy fell in "love" with a girl on their 
first date, he gave her his first kiss, and 
the next day she dumped him because he 
didn't know how to kiss. 

# 7 A guy went out with a gitl to win a bet 
for a Big Mac Value Pack. 

Jennifer Kempf sneaking up on Ryan Ignacio, but being 
caught by the camera in the nick of time before she 
jumped him. 

Armed and Dangerous: Seniors Charlie Sutton and Jim 
Stokes stroll amongst romantic mist, arms askew, lips unk-
issed. 

Kinnick's top 10 most infamous dump lines: 

# 1 I just want to be friends. 
# 2 You're too perfect. 
# 3 I'm interested in someone 

else. 
# 4 I think we should see 

other people. 

# 5 OH!, my boyfriend/girl
friend's back. 

# 6 I don't like you the way 
you like me. 

# 7 We're getting too close / 
you're too distant. 

# 8 You're too possessive. 
# 9 I o nly went out with you, 

'cause I felt sorry for you. 
#10 My parents won't let me. 

Sherry Ann Griscott dancing with Ceasar Olson. A frozen smile on her face, armed with one of Kinnick's dumplines. 
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Nathan Burnore lends his shoulder to Valerie Jorgenson 
who feels that it is sometimes best to cry. 

Miki Fowler and Jason Knapp show that making up is the 
best art of all. 

Tracey Reynolds teaches Pat Maroney the art of self de
fense. 
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Excuses 
You're In The Dog House! 

Vanessa, Heather, and Amber Mangus: 
"Yes, we actually do like Heather!" 

Florence Abreu's Dog house blues!! Sophs 
Florence Abreu and Stephanie Watson and 
Lance Cprl. Chesty-The dog house was 
never lovelier!! 

Famous Excuses 
I h ad my tonsils out! 

2. My mind wandered and I 
followed it! 
I had to console my friend! 

4. My nose was runny, so I 
stayed home! 
My car got a f lat tire! 

Nathan Burnore, Nick Grosshuesch, and 
Matt Burnore: "I hate being the youngest" 
says Nick. 

Arthur Lewis: "What? I d idn't do anything. 
I'm just cooling off a l ittle." 
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Valerie and HeatherJorgenson: "We really hate each other, honest!!!" 
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Digable 
Photographers 

Snap shoots at Kamakura. 

Flash flashing! 

Click targets a victim. 

THE TOP 20 THINGS THE ALMIGHTY YEARBOOK PHOTOGRA
PHERS FEAR MOST, SO BE SCARED! 
20. Driving on the L.A. highway during the big one of 94'. 
19- Yellow Gatorade. 
18. That burning feeling . . . 
17. Waking up with a sex change. 
16. People the size of mini vans. 
15. Shaving Yaks! 
14. Not even a glance from the alluring girl in 5th period. 
13. the anatomically correct Troll doll! 
12. Girls with industrial strength mace. 
11. Big bed, sharp knife, angry woman. 
10. Strange things that taste like chicken. 
9. Man-eating cows! 
8. Huge guys named tiny. 
7. Women who bulge in the wrong places. 
6. When that football player you're trying to focus on keeps on getting 

closer and closer . . . 
5. GODZILLA! 
4. The guy sitting in the corner talking to his toenails . and his toenails 

talk back! 
3. Girls who use whips. 
2. Photographers with bigger lenses than ours. 
1. Pressing the big, red, shiny, candy-like button. 

The Battle of the Century!? 

BYE! 
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Our high school years 
have come and gone. I h ave 

. spent my past two years in the 
confines of Kinnick High 
School. The end has come and 
we shall go our separate ways, 
but we will have all shared this 
experience of living here. I 
wish to thank my friends who 
have helped me keep my 
sanity, if it ever existed. 
Nathan, we landed in the same 
boat, but we have survived. 
Good luck next year at Duke or 
UNC. We'll have to get to
gether sometime in the states 
and see a few more concerts. 
Jim, well we'll have to go see 
some concerts in the states too. 
Jan, don't forget to come by 
Providence or Athens in the 
Winnebago to head down to 
Daytona. Alisa and Jennifer, 
thank you for being among the 

few that made me feel welcome 
here. Christina, thank you for 
having that smile that I can 
depend on any time I pass by 

you. To the entire F.I.T. crew, 
Jim, Pat, Ryan, Valerie, 
Heather, and Alisa, the Gay 
Monkeys rule! To the faculty 

of Kinnick High School, thank 
you for preparing me to take 
the next step in my educational 
process. Mr. Mueller, thank 
you for guiding me into my 
future. And the Royals won in 
1985! To my parents, thank 
you for your continued support. 
And finally, to my sister, thank 
you for everything you have 
ever done, except a few of 
those things that caused me 
great physical pain. You have 
always been the person that I 
have looked up to the most. 
And I would also like to thank 
you for giving me your car. 
And to the entire class of'94,1 
wish you all luck in your 
future, whatever it may hold. 

C. Trent Rosecrans 

M y past two years at 

Nile C. Kinnick High School 
have been an adventure. I've 
traveled throughout Japan 
and Asia. Ports of call have 
included Singapore, 
Thailand, and Hong Kong. 
Experiencing other cultures 
and meeting all kinds of 
people have had a profound 
impact on me. 1 have 
experienced much while 
living in Japan, much more 
than if I h ad remained in the 
United States. Although I've 
missed the malls and the 
great restaurants, the 
experiences that have been 
condensed into the brief time 
that I h ave lived in 
Yokosuka, have more than 
compensated. 
There are so many people at 
Kinnick that I w ould like to 
thank, especially: Mr. Derr, 
Mrs. Oka, Mr. Johnson, Mr. 
Jensen, Mr. Zediker, Mrs. 
Leinard, Mrs. Villanueva, 
and Mr. Mueller. You and 

my other teachers have 
influenced me a great deal. 
Thank you for sharing with me 
your knowledge and your time. 
I h ave made so many terrific 
friends here. I will miss each of 
so very much. I m ade such 
special friendships with all of 

you. Thank you. I hope our 
paths will cross again in the near 
future. 
Mom, Dad, and Steven, I love 
you with all my heart. Thank 
you for your friendship, 
encouragement, and love, it 
means the world to me. I'm 

saying good-bye to Japan, but 
not to any of the memories that 
were established here. I take 
them all with me, so that I may 
learn front them and remember 
those who are closest to me. 

Kristin Meyer 
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Colophon 
The 1994 Krimson K was published by Jostens School Products Group 

in Visalia, C alifornia. All body copy is 1 0 pt. Garamond, and all photo 
captions are 8 pt. Garamond. Jostens took all Sen ior and underclass por
traits. News photos were supplied by R.M. Photo Service, Inc., and 
printed by permi ssion. 

Special thanks to Principal Bruce Derr for his constant support, to the 
PTO for purchasing supplies, and to Mr. Bob Rydelius for helping with 
the photographers, and for taking the make-up senior pictures. Further 
darkroom kudos to David Austin, Thomas Krueger, Monty Pagan, and 
the rest of the Seahawk staff for contributing many of their photos for our 
use. And finally and ookiarigatogozaimasu to Tada-san for her help with 
kanji. 

The sponsor was Mr. Gil Mueller. The yearbook staff included: Co-ed
itors, Trent Rosecrans and Kristin Meyer. Business Managers: Miki 
Fowler, Judie Pablo, and Jennifer Nashiro. Photographers: Dennis "Snap" 
Bagsawan, Jamil "Flash" Padacayan, and Leo "Click" Aquino. Artists: Th
omas Andresen and Ceasar Olson. Staffers: Delhia Allen, Christina Ayres, 
Crystal Bickford, Kristen Butt, Miki Farris, Fatima Galano, Erin Ireland, 
Rowena Magsipoc, Chris Munsell, Natalie Nieves, Nathan Orchard, Ame
lia S tanco, Jason Knapp, Jamie Smith, Stephanie Watson, Virginia Stib-
bing, Joyce Arevalo, and Marifel Ambat, 
Contributors: Laura Akely and Christina Oka-Student Council; Mr. Rich
ard Schmidt-drama; Jan Bernabe-Debate; Nathan Burnore-Wrestling, 
misc. 
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